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study examines
one empirical
This
manifestation
of social order of
two elite scientific communities.

This project examines the cognitive

order or structure of the cocitation cluster of papers representative

of each group.
The method reported in this paper retrieves the cognitive
structures of cocitation clusters associated with scientific

specialties.

This method uses socially reinforced regularities in

scientific writing styles, technical content and communicating

techniques displayed in published scientific papers.

A cognitive

structure denotes a developmental outline of a scientific speciolty‘s
central ideas.

This structure comprises of a series of principal

statements and the linkages associating them.

A principal statement is

a single sentence extracted from a paper which exemplifies the paper as
a whole.

The linkages represent associations between sentences such as

refinement of previously stated ideas, confirmation of previous
findings, even contradiction of previous conclusions,

and others.

[
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apply this method to two independent clusters of papers each
representing a biology group: Australia Antigen and L—Dopa specialties, respectively.

The resultant cognitive structures are compare to

accounts of specialty cognitive development created by a previous study
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of the same specialty groups performed by Mullins et al. (1977) and

(198ß).
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

_

This project examines one empirical manifestation of social order
of two elite scientific communities.

The elite groups are the

communities of scientists represented by two particular cocitation
clusters of published papers: Australia Antigen and L-Dopa biology
groups.

The social action of producing and publishing scientific

papers creates regularities in scientific writing styles, technical
content and communicative techniques.

The action of cociting this

particular body of literature, the cocitation cluster, facilitates the
definition and boundary maintenance of the scientific community and the
identification of an elite subgroup within the community as a whole.

T

This project examines the cognitive order or structure of the
cocitation cluster papers representative of each author group as
manifest in regularities of paper construction and presence in a
cocitation cluster.

Specifically, the present project outlines the development and use
of a method of content analysis.

This method retrieves and recreates,

from published scientific articles, a longitudinal account of a
scientific specialty’s cognitive development.

This method applies

sociological observations of how people may write, edit, and read
scientific papers to the analysis of scientific articles and their

content, and thus differs from historical and philosophical
reconstructions of developments in scientific schools.

The method

first selects out certain sentences from a scientific text; and then,
1

n

2
demonstrates how to combine a set of sentences selected from d group of
papers.

The combination of these sentences represents a skeletal

representation of the research group‘s scientific development or

cognitive structure.
Scientific papers offer descriptions of incremental blocks of
cognitive development in research.
a cluster of sentences.
_

These descriptions occur as one or

As a form of content analysis applied to the

papers in this project, the method systemizes and simplifies the
reading of scientific papers and extracts those sentences that

epitomize the cognitive blocks.

For instance, reports of AIDS research

developments appear in medical journal articles.

Such articles

communicate to the scientific community questions and solutions of
interest.

Constraints of researcher time and Journal editor discretion

suggest that papers that become published were at some point thought to
be of value to the reading community and worth publishing.

By reading

these papers, one can learn about new activities, techniques and

findings in research arenas.

From reading a number of papers, one can

gain a sense of what varieties of activities, techniques and findings
comprise a research field.

By reading a sequence of papers, one can

begin to recognize a building of findings on findings that resulted in
an important break through or novel theoretical approach.

In this

sense, my unit of analysis is the group of papers and not the
accumulation of single papers.

The method outlined here denotes the

procedure for sampling, analyzing and synthesizing sets of papers to

T
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reconstruct an account of the cognitive development of a particular

scientific specialty.
I used the cocitation sampling technique to generate two lists of
potential scientific papers to target with this method.

The two lists

were of papers associated with Australia Antigen and L-Dopa research
specialties respectively.

subsamples.

From these list I selected manageable

The method section in this paper documents the specific

procedures for extracting and combining the particular sentences.

I

administer this technique to two different sets of papers to
investigate the method’s general application.

I compare my accounts of

cognitive development to accounts generated by a previous study that
included varied and extensive data sources.1

In conclusion, I discuss

the method and its application in the sociology of science.
Traditionally,

social researchers investigating scientific

specialties have neglected the links between the cognitive and social
structures of science (Cozzens, 1985:128-9).

Historians and

philosophers usually concentrate on the former and sociologists on the
latter, as if they were mutually exclusive.
possible bridge between the two.

This project examines a

I use a sociological method to

explore a part of a data source that is traditionally considered purely
cognitive.

I use social conventions for writing, editing and reading

to scrutinize the written, cognitive content of scientific papers.

Mullins et al. 1977, 1977a-f, 198ß, 1981

4
4

4
My project rises out of the work and observations made by Mullins
et al. (1981) as they investigated cocitation groups among scientific
specialties.

Mullins et al. (1981) collected information concerning

the bibliometric and social surfaces of a number of research fronts.
Out of these examinations of the bibliometric and social surfaces, they

constructed, what they called, "Just So Stories" or accounts of the
progression of ideas that appeared to have taken place over the years
within the research projects of the specialties.

Growing out of their

work, the particular specialties that I use are Australia Antigen (AA)
and L—Dopa (LD).

Both are medical fields that emerged in the early

196¢s and stabilized in the 197¢s (Mullins, 1977c).

Both fields began

as specialties branching from their parent disciplines; both exhibit

change in theoretical and methodological techniques, and in vocabulary
and goals.

AA studies hepotitis and hepatitis antigen.

LD is a group

interested in brain chemicals, especially neurotransmitters,

Parkinson’s disease.

Both have basic biological and

and

medical stances

but these groups are two different areas of the biology discipline
(Mullins et al. 1981: table 1).

Mullins et al. collected six

sociometric data sources on these groups (See Appendix 1).
The papers representing the specialties were identified with the
cocitation sampling technique.

This cocitation analysis gathers

scientific papers into sets (Small and Griffith, 1974; Griffith and
Small, 1974; Mullins, 198¢; Small, 1977,

1978).

These sets represent

the influential, even "iconic" or "exemplar(ly)," articles of the

21
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particular research specialties (Small, 1978; Mullins 1977; Kuhn,

1962).

The Australia Antigen cluster contains 89 papers, of which 14

appear in the core cocitation cluster and 54 in the L—Dopa cluster of
which I used the first 15,

by chronological order by published date.

The papers examined are more than documents that discuss information
concerning a scientific area.

Rather,

as sets they represent the

specialties’ key ideas because the scientists at large selected them to
epitomize the fields.

In this respect, the unit of analysis of my

research is the set and not the individual papers.2

writing and reading depend on social and disciplinary training and
cues (Bazerman, 1984:5, 1985:59-4ß; Becker, 1986; Katz 1985).

In this

way, the prose may contain characteristics peculiar to the group that

produce it (Lane, 1976 ch.1).

A systematic reading and content

analysis extracts the principal statements or knowledge claims from the

articles.5

Conventions for writing, reading, editing and formally

communicating ideas mark certain phrases as claims and informative
sentences.4

Such conventions include regularities in paper structure,

key terms, technical terms and sentence structure, etc.

2

Look to the Paper Surfaces and Method sections for an

elaboration of this argument
5 This procedure is explained further in the Methods section of
this proposal

4
ways.

Many others have investigated these conventions in different
Mulkay developed a new form of discourse analysis and presented

it in The word and the world, (1985).

Woolgar (1982) discusses them in

light of participant observation, to name a few.

TT
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Uncovering the knowledge claims within and the linkages between
the papers maps the cognitive surface of the specialty.
surface gives a picture of the specialty.

This cognitive

The method outlined here

produces an account of the development of the respective specialties;

this account is comparable to the "Just So Stories" told by Mullins
(1981) and wolfarth (1977).

Both authors arrived at their stories by

way of a general reading of the papers included in a cocitation cluster
and incorporating it with information received from interviews,
questionnaires and citation indexing.

The method presented here

generates a concise, reproducible, systematic set of data whose
interpretation is favorably comparable with the accounts offered by
Mullins et al.’s (1981) extensive exploration.

«

CHAPTER TWO: THEORY

This study consists of the content analysis of scientific papers
authored by members of two research groups as specified in two
cocitotions clusters.

The principal statements and linkages which

appear in these papers are the elements of this analysis and the

components of the map that illustrates the cognitive development of the
speciolty.

This kind of study of science and knowledge is grounded in

sociological traditions.

One school of thought concerns the

investigation of ideas and interests as products of intellectual
pursuits, or "science" as a body of knowledge and a vocation upon which
Weber commented.5

"Science today is a ‘vocation’ organized in special disciplines in
the service of self—clarification and knowledge of interreloted

facts" (pg 153).

And:
"There is no pre—estoblished correspondence between the content of
an idea and the interests of those who follow from the first hour.
But, in time, ideas are discredited in the face of history unless

they point in the direction of conduct that various interests
promote. Ideas, selected and reinterpreted from the original

doctrine, do goin an offinity with the interests of certain members

of special strato; if they do not goin such an offinity, they are
abandoned" (pg 63)

In this respect, unlike Marx, Weber does not define ideas as only
reflections of psychologicol or social interests (Gerth and Mills pg.

62).

Though, Weber ocknowledged the presence of tension between

5 Quotes taken from From Max Weber: Essays ig Sociology,
Translated and edited by Gerth and Mills, Oxford University Press, New

York, 1978

7
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different spheres of society: the economic; religious; political; and,
intellectual.

Differing from weber, Marx accentuated the "pragmatic

connection of ideas" with there use,

service or economic interests in

society as a whole (Gerth and Mills, pg 61).

For Marx, scientific

pursuits and ideas exhibited two distinct and contradictory properties.
Initially, scientific ideas are liberating and creative pursuits; as

the capitalistic structure of society meet these ideas, ideas and idea
producers become subservient to the economic interests and material

forces at work (Marx, 1977 pg. 482, 5¢8, 1¢24; Mulkay, 1979, pg 5-7).
Another school of thought takes the form of the sociology of
knowledge including such writers as Mannheim and Merton. In this line
of investigation, the term "knowledge" undertakes "virtually the entire

gamut af cultural products"

with such labels as "commonsense or

everyday knowledge" and "systematized, specialised knowledge" (Mulkay

1979, pg 1).

Studying these cultural products involved examining the

relations between knowledge and existential factors in society, plus
the social epistemology of knowledge (Mulkay,

1979, pg 1, 16).

In this

study of ideas, norms of conduct and communication, for instance,
become important windows onto the activity of scientists and the

generation of ideas (Mulkay, 1979 pg 25).

Basically, these kinds of

investigations divorce the presence of scientific knowledge from the

ideas themselves.
Ideas, as objects of study, reemerge in such works as Gilbert and
Mulkay (1981), McKenzie (1981), and Collins and Harrison (1975).

Here,

I
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the ideas themselves are related back to the personal and social
constraints held by the scientists.

For instance, McKenzie’s

developmental analysis of the correlational statistic as influenced by

the statisticians own belief in eugenics.
The study of science as also borrowed from organizational research
with studies such as Cole and Cole (1973) on the Stratification ig
Science and from network research such as Mullins (198ß) on the Social

Networks Amggg Biological Scientists.
Following in the rest of this chapter, I review sociology of
science literature that relates closely with the theoretical concerns
of the present study.

This section contains an overview of literature

regarding Structuralism: social and cognitive structures;

and, the

investigation of groups in science, of scientific products such as

papers and of activities surrounding the distribution, and acceptance
of ideas.
Specifically, this research continues one branch of Mullins‘
structural analysis of scientific specialties (Mullins et al., 1977).
The social surface of acquaintanceship, coauthorship,

bibliometric surface of citation and cocitation

etc and the

are transformations of

the same deep structure (Mullins, in conversation).

In this project I

document and interpret the cognitive surfaces of two specialties.

The

cognitive surface is another transformation of the deep scientific
structure.

One interpretation of a cognitive surface is as a map of

the cognitive development of a scientific specialty.

The cognitive

1

s
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surface represents the pattern of knowledge claims published in a
series of scientific papers.

This pattern contains a systematic

description of technical and theoretical development
groups.

of scientific

The cognitive surface theoretically includes both the authors‘

communicative mechanisms and the readers’ selective and processing

procedures.

Socially supported writing conventions contribute to these

characteristics.

Researchers produce papers and papers represent the researchers‘
in the publishing community.

The conventions govern the production and

combination of the sentences that make up papers.

Certain papers'

sentences offer key ideas regarding the research of authors.

These

sentences may also represent the reason the paper were published.

They

offer new ideas, results or responses to previous findings that are of
value to the research community.

The papers have at least two uses.

They offer a way to communicate ideas to the community and they
represent a media for formal correspondence between their authors.

The

cognitive surface exhibits the map of these papers and connections.
This structure is a network of paper ideas and the relationships
between them.
are associated.

In the publishing community, authors and their papers
This characteristic of the cognitive surface may

present relationships between authors that parallel the relationships

between authors exhibited in the social surfaces and bibliometric
surfaces described in Mullins et al.‘s previous research.

.
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11Structuralism,
the backdrop of this line of investigation, is a
multi—disciplinary theoretical tool.

Having its roots in linguistics

with Ferdinand de Saussure, such fields as sociology (Mullins, Milgram,
and Levine) , psychology (Piaget), anthropology (Levi-Strauss),
philosophy (Foucault), biology (Jacob), and literature (Barthes) have
used it in their own research (Lane, 1976:15; Rossi, 1982:5; wellman,

in Collins, ed. 1985:16¢—161).

The commentary on this subject is

varied and dispersed.
Structuralism,

as do other frameworks, holds that the world is

made up of relationships between constituent elements.

These

relationships link and unite the elements into complex networks
1976:14-15).

(Lane

In this way, structure underlies all we observe but is

not itself observable.

Specific empirical data represent the evidence

or surface products of the deep structure beneath (Ibid).

Concerning the social world, we can understand the specific
evidence or surfaces by building formal models about the observable.
Structure give frameworks for understanding.

we use these frameworks

not only for particular relationships between particular elements but
also for combining sets of evidences (Rossi 1982:5).

Here description,

meaning and understanding do not depend solely on specifics of
empirical content.

Understanding leans more on the general types of

relationships and organizing principles (Rossi 1982:5-6).

In this way

specific phenomenon can be explained in terms of their commonalities
with general forms of organizing principles and their interconnections.

12
Laws of transformation influence structural configuration and
change (Lane 1976:17).

Structuralism explains phenomena not in causal

or unilinear terms but description of the networks of elements and

relationships (Rossi, 1982:9).
In the following three subsections, I discuss the social,

paper

and cognitive surfaces as presented in the literature and as viewed in
this project. In the method section I operationalize the terms

"principle statements" and "linkages" that are key to this project.
Examples of principle statements and linkages appear with these
definitions and in subsequent tables.

I conclude this project with the

results and conclusions drawn from this method.

Social Surfaces
Researchers take various approaches to the study of science.
MacLoad, Mulkay, Weingart and Mouton (1976) see science as an object.
This object includes the people involved, the groups they congregate
in, the activities they perform, the findings they uncover, the way
they communicate the findings; the list is extensive.

This object

changes over time, and researcher can trace these changes.
Scientific disciplines.

As a social institution, in western

society, science enjoys very high social prestige, as well as economic

and intellectual status.

The research on scientific processes shows

that specialty groups split from their parent disciplines.

The

acceptance of new questions as well as new answers typifies the

l

1
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emergence of specialties.

A specialty’s divergent growth represents

the presentation and acceptance of new knowledge claims as they attain
status.
Scientific specialties.

Mullins (1972) offers three different

structural categories for describing a scientific speciolty: the
intellectual category, the social activities category,

and the social

structural category. The intellectual category includes:
o Paradigm development
o
Problem success
o
Problem solving
The social activities categories refers to the modes of social action
and interaction:
o Communication

o Co—authorship
o Colleagueship
o Apprenticeship

The last category refers to the shape or structure of scientific
specialties at different points in their development.
through these structures:
'

The growth moves

o Paradigm group
o Communication network

o Cluster
o Specialty
Changes in theory, literature, and experimentation may cause social

shifts and movements and vise versa (Mullins, 1975:245).

For instance,

often when communication networks jell, a new vocabulary term or

technical procedure follows.

As the group develops in its intellectual

and social activities, a sense of in group may foster group cohesion.

I
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Through this process, a specialty separates itself (or is separated by
others) from the parent group and takes on its own identity.
woolgar (1976) lists these characteristics as applying to the

delineation of a specialty in science:
o Intensity and specialization
o
o
o
o
o

Limit of sources of technical material
Some in house selection of communication forms
Proximity with apparatus
Reciprocal communication
Limited number of links for indirect communication (Milgram’s small
world concept)

The first four categories relate to the choices of content and
A

clustering of communication media or style. The last two relate to
pattern of contacts in social networks.
Law (1976b) says the transition of a subcommunity from an organic
to a mechanical solidarity marks the emergence of scientific specialty
(pg. 124).

He supports this view with a Kuhnian definition of

specialty, "a small group of researchers who are sufficiently well in

touch with one another’s work to understand, criticize, and develop it"

(pg. 124).
In this context, mechanical refers to "the development and

maintenance of relationships which depend on shared standards and
exemplars" (pg.125).
Law divides specialties into three categories (pg.147):

o Technique- or method—based specialty
o Theory- based specialty
o Subject- matter specialty

15
The first category includes specialties that apply a particular
technique on a set of problems.

The second centers around the

application of a theoretical stance.

The last attempts to generate

knowledge about some subject matter by using any technique or theory.

These useful delineations influence three elements of science;
>—————--!
——the rate
——the direction
!——of scientific development
——the content >———————!
(Law, 1976b:147)
MacLeod et al. (1976) describe science as the additive process of
new and different investigati0ns‘ "continual(ly) branching out."
Mullins (1975) labels scientific disciplines as coherent communication
groups——"thickenings in normal, open pattern of scientific
communication" (p.245).

Researchers can identify thickenings by

systematically collecting evidence in both the social and intellectual
spheres.

Such evidence includes the associations of student/teacher,

colleagues, co—authorship as well as the elements of technical terms,
vocabulary, publication rates, places of publication, evaluations of
,

publications by "trusted assessors," (Mullins, 1977) and by citation
analysis, etc.
Dolby (1976) studied the affect of group structure on the content
of specialties and the cohesion of scientific aggregates.
research groups associate with different intensity.

Different

Some groups only

meet at work; members of others seek each other more often.
content of the work affects the cohesion of the group.

The

As a specialty

I

1
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matures (progresses) the patterns of communication as well as cognitive

and academic boundaries usually solidify (Mullins,

1972, 1975).

One further dimension concerns the products of science. Papers
represent static, written discussions of scientific activity.

How and

6

what scientists write, present, read, respond to, publish, and
distribute their papers is in and of itself interesting.

Pppgp Surfaces
Papers gs artifacts.

Social scientists study single papers as

products of scientific investigations (Gilbert and Mulkay, 1981).

Not

many study sets of papers even though sets offer different
informational resources and different interpretations of the standard
tests results.
Each set of papers in this study is a data source with each paper

contributing its part to its specialty‘s whole packet of knowledge
claims.

Examining the collection of knowledge claims, as they appear

in the papers’ principal statements, reveals the set's internal
structure.

These relationships then lend structure to the specialties

as seen through the scientists’ writings.

Mulkay et al. (1976) note that social science studies now study
papers as objects and not just as resources.

Social dynamics influence

a paper’s production just as much as they influence the research
activity.

Papers exhibit discipline specific characteristics such as

number of tables, number of citations, types of figures and diagrams,

.T
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length of paper, number of authors .... as well as biases toward
technical papers verses theoretical papers verses discussion or review
paper, etc..
Barnes and McKenzie (1976), and Aronson (1976) both link the

interests of the involved scientists and goal—oriented research to
their reported observations. Aronson examined the perception of threat
and, therefore, resistance to scientific innovation by existing

disciplinary area.

Some resistance take the form of disputes over

"priority," or appropriate research.

This phenomenon compares to

disputes over "in group" activities and patent rights that occur in the
realms of funding, publishing, and other formal and informal
communication networks.
Looking at these factors, Bazerman (198#) examines the design and

production of written documents as media for the "advancement of
authors’ interests" (p.5—5). Garfield (1979) analyzes documents and

responses to documents through their citations.
Some analysts look at individual characteristics of particular
papers while others investigate the style and presentation of types of
paper.

Still others look at the use of papers beyond their factual

communicative purposes.

Many neglect the content and its presentation

and use by the authors and others.

Sep; pf papers gs representatives pf tpgip fields.

The cognitive

structure of one paper reveals the evolution of one idea in one given

time.

Sometimes one paper, as a physical object, stands for one or

I
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more ideas (Small, 1978:529 & 558-559).

This paper gains citations not

just for what it says in its prose but as an "icon" (Ibid).
examination of a pair of papers,
dialogue between two authors.

The

related by a citation, can reveal a

Citing a paper is one way to tell

readers to keep in mind a previous idea while reading this new one.
Citing two papers in the same reference list tells readers to keep in
mind two more sets of ideas,

relationships or both.

The reference list of one paper tells readers what kinds of papers
and ideas the author may have used and relates them to the author‘s
discussion.6
papers.

Similarly, consider the reference lists of two different

when common items exist between two references lists, the

authors either were, or thought they were, using the same material.
The common items connect the cited material into a set whose papers
represents ideas chosen by more than one author.

Cocitation clusters

contain pairs of papers that represent ideas selected by several
authors; extrapolated to the cluster, papers represent ideas, concepts

6

MacRoberts and MacRoberts (1986) offer a criticism of citation

analysis and the assumed relationship between a paper‘s content and its
reference list. They state that the relationship of influence between

a reference list and the citing paper's content is not as strong as

proposed by Garfield and Small and others. They appear to assume that
authors have absolute knowledge of and access to all the possible
relevant papers to use in an argument.
They also seem to consider
misreadings of papers as a peculiar fault of the reader and not some

recognizable and repeated occurrence.
They seem more concerned with
reprimanding authors for their limited selection and presentation of

citations than curious about why there are regularities in these kinds
of citation behavior. I am more interested in the fact that an article

is cited in an reference list and that articles appear cited together

often than the motivation for the cite.

19
dnd knowledge ClGimS for disciplines, subdisciplines dnd/or
specidlties.

Thus, dn dndlysis of the content of the cluster’s QGQQFS

mdy revedl the development of id€OS within its specidlty.
Cocitdtion clusters.

POQGFS belonging to cocitotion clusters GVG

frequently cited individudlly.

PGQGPS qudlify for COCitGtiOn SÜGKUS by

dppedring in pdirs in reference lists (see figure 1).

This pdiring

sets cocitdtion technique dpdrt from simple citdtion dndlysis (smüll,
1977, 1978; Smdll dnd Griffith, 1974;

Griffith dnd Smüll, 1974;

GGFfi6ld, 1979; Mullins, 1977, 1980, 1981).

A cocitotion link between

pOp€FS in müny reference lists indicdtes d common use reldting them.

Specificdlly, severdl writers GCC QS if these pdpers Félüté to d system
of thoughts.

Studies show thüt scientific pdpers dverdge only 2 to 2.5
citdtions per pdper; few popers receive multiple citdtions.

The chdnce

of joint citdtion is still Smülléf, while the CHGHCSS of frequent,
joint citdtion GPG quite smdll.

The fdct of cocitdtion clusters, then,
V

is d distinct scientific find.

Tüblé 1, 2 dnd 5 show generdl bdseline ddtd on the number dnd
probdbility of citdtions dnd COCitOtiOnS.

From 1972 to 1985, the

dverdge number of cites per duthor rose slightly from 6.67 to 8.52.

An

individudl document’s corresponding dverdge number of cites rose from

1.76 to 2.01.

Just GS surprising, in 1985 only 645,505 GUthOFS of

4,759,627 documents were cited Gt dll; this OVGPGQGS to one duthor for
every 5 pOp€VS cited (Science Citdtion lggg; 1985:27-28).

Tdble 2
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Table 1.

Probability of Citation

1972

Unique cited authors

Average # of cites to
cited authors
Unique cited papers

645,5¢5

6.67

1985

1,124,625

8.52

2,449,575

4,759,627

1.76

2.81

Average # of cites to

cited papers
Age of most papers in

a reference list

2.¢ yr

2.¢ yr

5ß% of papers in a
reference list are:

6 or more yr

7 or more yr

Source: Garfield, Citation Indexing, 1979:1¢1—1¢5 and Science Citation

Index for 1985
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Table 2. Number of Papers Eligible for
Cocitation Cluster.,
No. qf Distirzcl
No. qfDocum:nL1
JVO. J Isolated
Lwcl
Pair:

Paired

3

3,067

10

213

6

~Source:

79*

!,3!0

594
193

Docummz.1
522

*6*38

1,639

Citation Indexing, Garfield, 1979:103

I
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Table 3. Number of Cocitation Clusters in 1971
NO. OF CITED ITEMS

NO. OF CLLSTERS

L¢I·¢!.:

Size in Papa:

3

6

2I

I42

I20

42

3

39

5*
44
95

24

3
2

7I

60

3

*3

*7
II

6

7

5

3

9

4

5

2
3*
I

36

35

30
7

6
7
8
9

5
*
2

I0

I

2

I0

II
I2

I

I

I2

*3

*5
:6

20

26
27
32

.

I2
7
24
9

9

*5

24
7

20

I2

*5
*

*7

I

26
97

I

32

I

4I
72

I

92
200

I

80:

:8

*

*7

:8
*9

4
*

IO

’

I4

Total

L¢:¢L:

IO

6

4I
72

I

I
**5

Q2
I

*97

39

80:
*:3*9

200

594

Source: Citation Indexing, Garfield, 1979:103

*93

1
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gives the number and size of cocitation clusters in 1972.

The number

of individual papers qualifying for cocitation status equals 1054;
these 1054 are among 2,449,575 papers cited in the 1972 Science
Citation Enge;

(Garfield, 1979:105).

1054 is a very small number

compared to the total number of possible reference pairs.
Theoretically, each paper cited could have been cited with any other
paper.

This number, (# of papers cited)2, equals 1.25 times 10 to the

14th power.

Cognitive Surfaces
Cognitive structures center on the production, presentation,
distribution and acceptance of published ideas.

The principal

statements or knowledge claims offer plausible and useful answers to
certain questions posed by members of particular research communities.

(

Collins (1985:265) writes of negotiated interpretation and use of
scientific knowledge.

Authors communicate formal procedures with

"interpretive clarity" and evaluate each others work with varying

degrees of "(un)charitable responses "
Bazerman proposes that the authors write articles for purposes
other than intellectual communication.

He states that a reader‘s

training influences his/her interpretation of ideas and procedures

because of the theory laden—ness of reading.
The actions and investigations of scientist generate ideas.
Educational training and evaluation by editors influences the act of

24
writing an article. A published article is static.

However, from

within a cocitation cluster, the ideas consciously presented in the
articles fall into a sequence.

This sequence is evidence of the

structure and development of the specialty.
As Small so aptly puts it,

"By condensing or ‘capsulizing’ a complex original text

into a few standard statements, the community of
scientists can more easily confirm, refute or build upon
the earlier work" (Small, 1978:558).

Explicit use of terms and the citing other authors make up these
sequences.
A connection results between ideas and between papers when one is
cited by another.
"...when a scientist cites, he or she is creating a link

between a concept, procedure, we can understand the
specific evidence or surfoces or kind of data, and a

document" (Small, 1978:557).

In addition, a link exists between two papers that appear together
in the same reference list because they pertain to the citing author‘s

principal statement.
The connection between any two papers then can be instrumental.
Paper B uses a technique or idea from A.

This is one linkage

exhibiting direct instrumental use of papers well reported by straight
citations studies when A becomes a context for B’s account (Mullins and

Steed, 1986 AAAS paper).

I

I
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In the next section, I put my theoreticol concerns in to proctice

with o discussion of the development ond opplicotion of this project‘s
method.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODS

I lead into this section with a brief discussion of methods used
by Mullins et al.‘s (1981) to explore the social surface.

I follow

this with the discussion of my method as it applies to the cognitive
surface of scientific texts.

Here the "principol statements" and

"linkoges" terms are define and illustrated.

I go onto present the

unit of analysis, sampling, reliability and validity information.

Social Surface
Mullins et al. (1981) collected 6 data sources regarding the
social surface of a number of scientific specialties7.

Appendix 1 for a list of the 6 data sources.

Look to

Their analysis procedures

included: blockmodeling and discourse analysis8.

The blockmodeling

revealed such information as "sociometric structures" and "role
structures" of cocitation groups as well as documented relationships
between "sociometric positions" and "subsequent careers" and

"determinants and effects of research funding"9.

The discourse

analysis resulted in "Just So Stories" each containing "a reasonable
set of connections among papers" that returned the information about
7 Look to:

Mullins, Hargens, Hecht and Kick 1977; Hargens, Hecht

and Mullins 1986; Mullins 1981, Hargens and Mullins 1982 for general
reports on their analysis and findings concerning these data.

8 Mullins 1981 pg. 5 & 7
9 Mullins 1981 pg. 5, 5 & 6
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the field to the context of the grouped, published texts1¤.

My method

for uncovering the cognitive structure of cocitation groups elaborate
on this brief discourse analysis by way of a systematic, repeatable
procedure.

Cognitive Surface
The cognitive surface represents the pattern of conclusive

statements or knowledge cloims published in a series of scientific
papers.

This pattern contains a systematic description of developments

in the technical and theoretical framework of scientific groups.

This

project presents a discussion of the scientific developments of the
Australia Antigen and L—Dopa specialties.

The accumulation of

conclusive statements and the connections between them make up the

pattern I call the cognitive surface.

In this project, the conclusive

statements are named "principal statements" and the connections between

them are named "linkages".
Princigal Statements.

Authors write papers to communicate some

problem, idea or relationship between ideas that has not appeared
before in the literature.

The sentences or set of sentences

communicating the problems epitomize the paper in hand.

Following are

some abstracted examples of principal statements taken from the two

sets of papers used in this project:

1g

Mullins 1981

pg 5
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"In the present paper, we describe our further studies on the
prevalence of..."
"In contrast, the ... described in the present report is found ..."
"Our findings confirm previous reports that.

."

"The present report is concerned with the relation of ... to ..."
"In the method described below we have chosen..., which seems to be

more convenient to use than ..."

"The results obtained thus strongly support the view of ... that
II
"The present experiments confirm those of ... concerning the ..."

"It may be concluded that the findings from the histochemical and
pharmacological
experiments performed in this study
furnishTo
focus the paper, the author asserts the subject of the article
openly. The subject has at least three uses:
o It poses a problem that justifies the article
o It offers an answer to a previous problem
o It opens discussion on a new problem or consideration
For this project, the term "principal statement" refers to paper’s

major thesis or assertion.12
Principal statements represent formal ossertions.

They also

represent the sentence or set of sentences with the highest likelihood
that the readers will choose them as important or key idea to
11These examples come from the texts included in the AA and LD

cocitation clusters.

The first four sentences come from the AA group

and the last four come from the LD group.
12Some articles make more than one assertion-—a major one and one

or more auxiliary or secondary ones.

The content analysis section

(below) describes the procedure I use to separate the major assertion

or "principal statement"

from the prose.

I
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reference.
_

Because original motivations are dynamic and obscured by

time, I can not retrieve them.

However, the strategy discussed here

represents a selection technique that retrieves sentences with definite
characteristics.

These characteristics denote qualities useful to

readers searching for key and reference statements about scientific
findings.15
There are three basic types of characteristics.

The principal

statement states: some problem or some solution of interest; it uses

technical terms and labels for techniques, materials or theoretical
constructs; and, it contains some reference to the authors or research

team as the originators of the particular information.
for sentences these assertions of problems,

Readers looks

ideas, and relationships of

variables peculiar to the paper.

Readers recognize technical terms

from other papers in the field.

The sentences often include "self"

references to the author or research group.

These qualification are

shown in Table 4.

The general context of papers and disciplines also influences the
selection of a principle statement.

As readers gain experience with

the texts in their field, they learn to recognize layouts, key terms,

accented and repeated concepts, terms and techniques.

These

principle statements usually appear in the abstract, results,

15 Systematic content analysis breaks down
into procedural rules

the process by which readers select the "problem" of a potential citation.
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Table 4.

Self—Conscious Language

1)

assertion of some problem
a)
statement of some relationship of variables
b)
statement of some intent

2)

reference to subject of study
a)
technical terms for or about the subject
b)

5)

technical terms used in previous articles (cited)

reference to self or present research
a)
referent words or pronouns in surrounding sentences
b)
referent titles of work, grant or research
institutions

3l
Table 5.

Location of Principal Statements (Order)

1)

Abstract(1)

2)
6)
4)
5)
6)

Introduction(5)
Result(6)
Discussion(5)
Conclusion(4)
Summary(2)

Note: The number appearing in the brackets order represents an eyeball
probability of finding a Problem statement as defined above from most
likely to least likely.

T
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discussion and/or summary sections of a paper and rarely in the method
section.

A list of these locations appears in Table 5.

The principal statements fall into linguistical and contextual
f

patterns that reflect a distinctive culture and writing style.

The

written surfaces reflect a group‘s cognitive and technical theory,

social configuration, and time period.
and to authors.

Papers speak to other papers

Frequent reference to names and career locations

reinforces the selection of theories, methods and subjects of study.
Linkages.

For the purposes of this project, the term "linkages"

refers to the set of connections between ideas expressed in papers
within a cocitation cluster.

The "principal statements" and the

"linkages" that join them make up the cognitive surface of a specialty.

Principal statements suggest linkages.

Once a principal statement

is uttered in a published paper, there is a set of alternative
responses. Some of these responses are governed by rhetoric, some by

empirical procedure.

These alternatives appear in subsequent papers.

This develops dyadic or group links between pairs of papers.
There are standard linkages.

Subsequent papers represent

sets of responses to a previous principal statement, though this may
not have been intentional by the "responding" author.
those responses may have a lot of variety.

in five categories shown in Table 6.
are different.

The content of

Here linkages are described

The two linkages of elaboration

The first extends a study with more and different

experimentation; the second refines or redesigns technical procedures

I
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Toble 6

Type of linkoges

1)

Elcborotion by dddition,

2)

Eloborotions by refinement,

5)
4)
5)

Conformotion,
Support,
Controdictions.

Note: These linkoge definitions corresponds to the cotegories Smoll
(1978) mentions.

Eloborotion, in its mdny forms ore exomples of

"building upon" previous work.

Controdiction is the some os "refute."

Lostly, conformotion ond support ore exomples of "confirm."

(pg. 558)
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or theoretical tenets.

Confirmation and support differ also.

Confirmation tends to repeat an experiment for the test of
replicability.

The support linkage discusses a parallel study to show

that some finding or description of relotionships holds in a

alternative situation or experiment.

Lastly, one study may contradict

another.
Two statements qualifying as argumentative linked contains:
ossertions representative of their respective papers;

technical terms,

key words and concepts, common to both papers, some kind of hypothesis
held by both; one statement precede the other in time; however, it is
not necessary that one author directly and deliberately connect his/her
work with a particular other author(s).

An outline of this is found in

Table 7.
"In contrast, the ... described in the present report is found ..."
is a statement that suggests the linkage of contradiction.

It connects

itself to a previous finding reported in a previous paper.

"Our

findings confirm previous reports that..."1“ alludes to a linkage of
confirmation.

Content Analysis
A further and deeper investigation of these papers better answers

the question of why and how these papers associate together into
17 Both quotations are problem statements
taken from papers in the
Australia Antigen co—citation cluster
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Table 7.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Qualities of Principal Statements associated by Linkages

typify their respective papers,
mention terms, key words and concepts, common to both papers,
mention some kind of relationships between ideas
sequenced in time,

I
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clusters.

Content analysis of the papers uncovers the cognitive

surface of the specialty and a possible reason why these documents are
cited together by writers in the fields.
For this study, the date of publication offers a sequence for
papers within a cocitation group.15

the

The analysis examines the content

of the papers and reveals the principal statements or particular

knowledge claims from within the texts of a publishing specialty.

'

This

is done by selecting those sentences that
fulfill the definitional requirements of the term principal statements
as stated above. Having selected the sentences, the linkages join them
by their content and syntax.

These linkages fall into the

argumentative categories from above.

The combination of the content and linkages present the
surface and attest to the specialty’s cognitive development.

cognitive
An

example of the Contradiction linkage exists between Gocke (1969 May)
and Prince (1968 Apr ).

Gocke asserts that Prince’s conclusions about

the distinctiveness of Australia antigen and Serum Hepatitis antigen
are wrong:
Prince:

"In conclusion, these findings suggest that Australia
antigen (AA) and S.H. antigen are closely related, and

perhaps identical" (Prince 1968 Apr.:462)
Gocke: "Prince (1968 Apr.) found S.H.

antigen only in serum hepatitis,

again suggesting an antigenic difference (between SHa and
15Small (1978) In this article, Small hints to the investigation
of
papers sequenced by time as opposed to the examination of papers "...at

one point in time" as he did.
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vH¤)16. In controst, the hepotitis ontigen (HA) described
in the
present report is found in both the serum ond the infectious
types of hepqtitis with the some high frequency (8@%)" (Gocke,

1969 M¤y:1¢59)
Another exomple of o linkoge occurs between Giles (1969 July) ond
Krugmon (1967 Moy).

This is o linkoge of eloborotion.

Giles oddresses

ond builds on Krugm¤n’s conclusions:

Krugmon:

"The studies reported in this communicotion provide
evidence for the presence of two distinct clinicol,

epidemiologicol, ond immunologicol types of infectious
hep¤titis" (Krugmon 1967 Moy)

Giles:

"The present report is concerned with the relotion of
Austrolio/SH ontigen (AU/SH) to the two clinicolly,

epidemiologicolly ond immunologicolly distinct types of
hepotitis previously described..." (Giles 1969 July)

In this exomple even the wording is very similor.

Unit gf Anolysis
In this project, the set of popers, the cocitotion cluster,
represents the unit of onolysis so os to troce the cognitive structure

ond development of speciolty groups ond not the structure ond
development of individuol popers or outhors.

Sompling
Cocitotion onolysis selected the poper set thot represents the

objects of onolysis; the set of popers it collected it colls o
16

S.H.

ontigen is serum hepotitis ontigen.

hepotitis ontigen.

VHo is virol
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cocitation cluster (Small 1977, 1978; Small and Griffith 1974; Griffith

and Small 1974; Garfield, Citation Indexing ch. 8, 1979; Mullins 198@.
1977, 1981).

The lists result from the manipulation of information in

the SCI’s data base.
Basically,

Figure 1 shows the flow chart of operations.

the cocitation cluster labels a set of papers as

frequently cited together in papers published by researchers in a given

field.

These papers are by definition designated as representative of

the research area.

Appendix 2 explains cocitation procedure.

Australia Antigen Specialty.

89 papers total appear in the

Australia Antigen cocitation cluster.

The co—citation core cluster

designates 12 of these as particularly frequent co—cites.

total core cluster for my Australia antigen sample.

I used the

Figure 2 shows a

synchronic example of a cocitation cluster.
L—Dopa Specialty.
cluster.

56 papers total appear in the L—Dopa cocitation

I used the first,

in chronological order, 12 papers of this

cluster.
A
Reliability ggg Validity.
For each article in both sample sets I selected one sentence as
the principal statement.

The criteria for selecting a sentence are out

lined in the above sections of this method chapter.

Given that I have

made choices about which sentence to label as "principal," a
reliability test was preformed.

Out of the 25 papers included in both

sets of papers, six were randomly selected, three out of the AA group
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and three out of the LD group.

Three judges received two papers each

and instructed to follow the method and select the sentence they
considered represent the principal statement.

five were successful.

Out of those six trials,

Five of the six trials, the respective judges

independently selected the sentence I had chosen.

This is a 85%

success rate.

I computed the average number of sentences on a page and the
average number of pages per article.

There are an average of 15.5

sentences on an average page and an average of 8.2 pages per article.
However, not all sentences reasonably qualify for selection.

For

instance, the principal statement does not usually appear in the method

or results sections of an article.

On the other hand, the principal

statement often is found in the abstract, summary, introduction,
conclusion and discussion sections.17

But if all of the sentences were

to have an equal chance of being selected the probability of that
selection is:

1/ 109

17 See Table 5

aß
Given that five out of six trials, the judges selected the very same

sentence I had delegated is:

(JP P
“n

1:

¤—r

or

(.967syl
This is a very small number.

From this I infer that my success rate,

given my small sample size, is robust.
with respect for the validity of study, this procedure does not
duplicate the selective process any scientist performs when examining
papers.

Rather, this procedure represents a systematic, repeatable

social science strategy that accesses the sentences in the papers that
offer one conception of the authors contribution to science and

represent the ideas of findings that are different enough to warrant
publishing.

The reasons for publishing an article may change over time

even for the original author.

The reason for citing a paper may also

be too fleeting and unsystematic to duplicate entirely.

Still, the

method outlined in this proposal is a means to access one type of
informational sentence found in scientific articles.

In the next two chapters, I will present the analysis of the data
collected by this method.

Each chapter has five sections. In the first

section, I display a series of tables containing all the component
parts of the papers examined in such a way that the reader can become

I
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familiar with each.

This lends to the section that discusses the

principal statements in the context of their respective papers as the

papers precede in strict chronological order.

The next section

includes the linkages between papers as they cluster in to cognitive
progressions.

The fourth section reviews the "Just So Story" concocted

by the Mullins group as a compilation of they social and bibliometric
research of the same specialties.
·

The last section in this chapter is

a general comparison of my data and findings and the findings of the
previous study.

I

CHAPTER 4: THE ANALYSIS OF THE AUSTRALIA ANTIGEN PAPERS

Description gf Australia Antigen Papers
In the following pages I present some defining characteristics of
each paper in the Australia Antigen cocitation cluster.

I include both

bibliometric and social information about the authors in the form of
title of work and place of publication, author(s) name(s),
institutional affiliation, funding information.

In addition, I include

the cognitive information relevant to each paper that being the actual

principal statement and the linkages.
major and minor principal statement.

For added clarity, I note both a
The minor principal statement is

defined as a supporting sentence that represents a secondary or
auxiliary assertion of intent or finding that strengthens the apparent

argument of the paper.
Following this section, I incorporate the above information in
discussions of the principal statements and the linkages associating

them.

I offer the individual descriptions of papers so that the reader

may become initially familiar with the texts with which I work.
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Paper One:

·

Blumberg
1964
"Polymorphism of the serum proteins and the development of isoprecipitins in transfused patients"

Bull N.Y. Acad. Med. 4¢(5):577—586 1964
@FONT helv1¢B;@FONT helv1¢m;
@FONT helv1ßB;Institute:@FONT helv1¢m;
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland.

Chief,

Geographic Medicine and Genetics Section. Paper given as the
Fifth Bernadine Becker Memorial Lecture of the New York
Rheumatism Association (Nov. 18 1965)
Number of References:
19

Cites Cluster Papers:
None

Cites Cluster Authors:
Blumberg
Major Principal Statement:
"The serum protein polymorphisms and the formation of
isoprecipitins in multiply transfused patients are described."

Pg. 585

Minor Principal Statement:
6

"In addition to the isoprecipitins which react with
lipoproteins, an isoprecipitin has been found which reacts with
an as yet unidentified protein which does not appear to have o

large amount (or in some cases, any) lipid." Pg. 585
Linkage:

None: As the first paper in a sequence, this paper does not
initiate a linkage.

I
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Paper Two:
Blumberg, Alter,
‘New’ and Visnich
1965
"A
antigen in leukemia sera"
JAMA 191(7):1¢1—1¢6 1965

Institute:
Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia (Dr. Blumberg) and
the National Institute of Health, Bethesda, (Dr. ALter and Mr,
Visnich)

Number of References:
18

Cites Cluster Papers:
None

Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg
Major Principal Statement:
"This paper will describe the epidemiological and immunologic
aspects of the Australia antigen—isoprecipitin" Pg. 541

Minor Principal Statement:
"A second kind of isoprecipitin system has been revealed by this
study. The Australia antigen with which the isoprecipitin
reacts differs from the lipoprotein antigens previously
described and the distribution of isoprecipitins and reactors in

patients and in normal populations is very different from that
found for the lipoprotein system" Pg. 544
Linkages:
Elaboration of Refinement: Blumberg et al. 1965 — Blumberg 1964

_
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Paper Three:
Blumberg, Gerstley, Hungerford, London, and Sutnick,
"A Serum antigen (Australia antigen) in Down’s syndrome,
1967
leukemia, and hepatitis"

Annals of Internal Medicine 66(5):924—951 May 1967
Institute:

Institute for Cancer Research in Philadelphia; they received
grant support for this research from National Cancer Institute,
and the National Institutes of Health.

Number of References:
27
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg 1964; Blumberg et al. 1965;
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:

Blumberg;
Major Principal Statement:
"In the present paper, we describe our further studies on the
prevalence of Au(1) in Down’s syndrome patients" Pg. 925

Minor Principal Statement:
"The most striking feature of our data is the discovery of
Australia antigen in high frequency in patients with Down‘s
syndrome, leukemia (particularly acute granulocytic leukemia and
chronic lymphocytic leukemia), and viral hepatitis." Pg 929
Linkages:

Elaboration of Addition: Blumberg et al. 1967 (May) — Blumberg

et al. 1965
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Paper Four:
Krugman, Giles, and Hammond
1967
"Infectious hepatitis: Evidence for two distinctive clinical,
epidemiological, and immunological types of infection"
JAMA 2¢¢(5):95-195 May 1967

Institute:

Department of Pediatrics at New York University School of Medicine

(Krugman and Giles) and Willowbrook State School on Staten Island in

New York. The paper was read before the Pan American Heath
Organization-World Health Organization International Conference on

Vaccines Against Viral and Rickettsial Diseases of Man, (Nov. 1966) and
The American Pediatric Society, (April 1967)

Number of References:
19

Cites Cluster Papers:
None

Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Krugman
Major Principal Statement:
"The studies reported in this communication provide evidence for
the presence of two distinctive, clinical, epidemiological,
immunological types of infectious hepatitis" Pg. 95

and

Minor Principal Statement:
"Contrary to commonly accepted concepts, the SH type was
moderately contagious. Patients with IH types were later proved
to be immune to the same type.

Patients with the SH type were

not immune to the IH type infection." Pg 95
Linkages:
None: This paper is the first in a new sequence; it does not

link with any previous paper
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Paper Five:
Blumberg, Melartin, Lechat, and Guinto
1967
"Association between lepromatous leprosy and Australia antigen"
The Lancet ???(?) 175-176 July 1967

Institute:
Institute for Cancer Research in Philadelphia and from the

Leonard wood Memorial, Cebu Skin Clinic in Cebu City in the
Philippines.
Number of References:
11
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg 1965
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg
Major Principal Statement:
"Our previous studies on the Australia antigen, with the
findings given here, can be explained by a variety of

hypotheses, which seems to satisfy the available data, is the
following. The presences of Australia antigen is determined by
an autosomal recessive gene, Au." Pg 176
Minor Principal Statement:

"Australia antigen has now been found to be associated with
lepromatous leprosy, leukaemia, and hepatitis, and to cluster in
fami1ies." Pg 175

Linkages:
Elaboration by Refinement: Blumberg et al. 1967 July — Blumberg
et al. 1967 May
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Paper Six:

Prince
1968a "An Antigen detected in the blood during the incubation period
of serum hepatitis"

Proc. N.A.S. 6¤:814—821 April 1968
Institute:
Laboratory of Virology, at the New York Blood Center and the

Department of Pathology at the New York Hospital—Cornell Medical
Center in New York City. He had a grant form the National Heart
Institute and a "grant—in—aid" from the Strassburger Foundation.
Number of References:
6
Cites Cluster Papers:

Krugman 1967
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Krugman
Major Principal Statement;
"The aim of the following experiments was to provide an
objective immunologic criterion for the diagnosis of serum
hepatitis, as well as a possible means of screening for carriers
of the agent of this disease." Pg 814

Minor Principal Statement:

"The data presented indicate that detectable antigen is
associated with serum hepatitis and that it is extremely rare in
the normal population." pg. 819
Linkages:
Elaboration by Refinement: Prince 1968 — Krugman 1967

‘I
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Paper Seven:
Bayer, Blumberg, and werner
1968
"Particles associated with Australia antigen in the sera of
patients with leukaemia, Down’s syndrome and hepatitis"
Nature 218:1¢57—1¢59 June 1968
Institute:
Institute for Cancer Research in Philadelphia.
Number of References:
26
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg 1964; Blumberg et al. 1965; Blumberg et al. 1967 May;
Blumberg 1967 July;
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg; Prince
Major Principal Statement:
"In this communication we describe electron microscopical
studies of particles consistently found in fractions of serum
containing Australia antigen from patients with acute

myelogenous leukaemia, chronic reticuloendotheliosis, Down’s
syndrome with hepatitis, but not in control sera." Pg 1@57
Minor Principal Statement:

"Our view held at present on the nature of Australia antigen is that it
represents an antigen which occurs in Hepatitis, Down’s syndrome, some

forms of leukaemia and some apparently normal individuals resident in
the tropics. The antigen is persistent in some individuals (that is,
mongolism and lepromatous leprosy patients) and it seems that these

individuals have an impairment of their immune mechanism which may be
inherited" Pg 1¢57 and "From our findings, it seems that Australia
antigen found in patients with leukaemia,

is associated with a particle.

Down’s syndrome and hepatitis

The aggregation of the particles by the

specific antigens suggests that antigenic sites are present on the

particles" Pg 1¢58

Linkages:

Confirmation: Bayer 1968 - Blumberg et al.

I
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Paper Eight:
Okochi and Murakami
1968
"Observations on Australia antigen in Japanese"
Vox Sang 15:57#—285 1968

Institute:

Blood Transfusion Service at Tokyo University Hospital in Tokyo.

Number of References:
15
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg et al. 1965; Blumberg et al.

1967 May; Blumberg 1967

July;

Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg; Okochi
Major Principal Statement:
"In the present paper, we describe the frequency of Au—antigen
in blood donors of the Tokyo area, relation between the antigen
and hepatitis, appearance and disappearance of the antigen and
production of the antibody against Au—antigen in transfused
patients." Pg 575

Minor Principal Statement:
"The association between the viral hepatitis and Au—antigen was

significant when compared to the frequency of Au—antigen in
apparently healthy donors." Pg 578
Linkages:
Elaboration by Refinement: Okochi 1968 — Prince 1968 April
Support: Okochi 1968 — Blumberg et al.

I
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Paper Nine:
Prince
1968b "Relation of Australia and SH antigen"
The Lancet 462-465 August 1968

Institute:

Laboratory of Virology at the New York Blood Center in New York.
He supported this research with a grant from the National Heart
Institute of the National Institute of Health and a "grant—in—
aid" from Strassburger Foundation.
A
Number of References:
5
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg et al. 1965; Blumberg et al.
April;

1967 May; Prince 1968

Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg; Prince
Major Principal Statement:
"In conclusion, these findings suggest that Australia antigen
and SH antigen are closely related, and perhaps identical." Pg
465

Minor Principal Statement:
"Despite the differences in the two test systems, the antigens
denoted by the terms Australia antigen and SH antigen seem to be

closely related." Pg 462-465
Linkages:

A

Elaboration by Refinement: Prince 1968 August - Okochi 1968
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Paper Ten:
Gocke and Kavey
1969a "Hepatitis antigen: Correlation with disease and infectivity of
blood-donors"
The Lancet 1¢55—1¢59 May 1969
Institute:

Department of Medicine at Columbia University College of
Physicians and Surgeons in new York
Number of References:
8
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg et al. 1965, May 1967 and Prince both 1968 papers
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg; Prince
Major Principal Statement:

"The findings described here demonstrate the presence in the
serum of patients with acute viral hepatitis of a specific
factor which appears to be potentially important both in the

study and diagnosis of the disease and in the prevention of
transfusion hepatitis." Pg 1¢58
Minor Principal Statement:
"In addition, the strong association of the hepatitis antigen
with acute viral hepatitis, documented here, increases the
suspicion that donor blood containing the antigen any be

infectious." Pg 1¢58
Linkages:

Confirmation: Gocke 1969 May - Prince 1968 August

1

1
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Paper Eleven:
Wright, McCollum and Klatskin
1969
"Australia antigen in acute and chronic liver disease"
The Lancet 117-121 July 1969

Institute:

Departments of Internal Medicine and of Epidemiology and Public
Health, at Yale University School of Medicine in New Haven.

Number of References:
22
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg 1964; Blumberg et al. 1967 May; Krugman 1967; Prince
both 1968 papers; Bayer et al. 1968; Giles et al. 1969 (then in

press);
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg; Krugman; Bayer; Prince; Giles
Major Principal Statement:
"Our findings confirm previous reports that the AU antigen can
be detected in the serum of a significant proportion of patients
with acute viral hepatitis." Pg 12ß
Minor Principal Statement:
"Our observations in patients with viral subacute hepatic
necrosis and biopsy—documented progression to posthepatic
cirrhosis lend further support to the concept that persistent
infection with the hepatitis virus may be responsible for the

development of chronic active hepatitis." Pg 121
Linkages:
Confirmation: Wright 1969 — Prince 1968 August and Okochi 1968
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Paper Twelve:
Giles, McCollum, Berndtson and Krugman
1969
"Viral Hepatitis: Relation of Australia/SH antigen to the
Willowbrook MS—2 strain"
New England Journal of Medicine 281(5):119—122 July
Institute:
Department of Pediatrics at New York University School of Medicine, and

the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health at Yale University
School of Medicine. This research was supported by contracts from the
United States Army Medical Research and Development Command, the
Department of Army adjunct to the Commission on Viral Infections, Armed
Forces Epidemiological Board, Office of the Surgeon General.
Number of References:
9
Cites Cluster Papers:
Blumberg et al. 1965; Prince 1968 April; Bayer et al. 1968;
Krugman 1967;
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Blumberg; Krugman; Bayer; Prince;
Major Principal Statement:
"The present report is concerned with the relation of
Australia/SH antigen (Au/SH) to the two clinically,

epidemiologically and immunologically distinct types of
hepatitis previously described at the willowbrook State School"

(pg 119)

Minor Principal Statement:
"An association between MS—2 infection and SH antigen was
reported by Prince and confirmed independently by us with the
use of reference reagents supplied by him." Pg 12ß

Linkages:
Confirmation: Giles 1969 — Prince 1968 August and Okochi 1968
Elaboration by Refinement: Giles 1¢69 — Krugman 1967

1
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Paper Thirteen:
Gocke, Greenberg and Kavey
1969b

"Hepatitis antigen: Detection of infectious blood donors"

The Lancet 248-249 August

Institute:

Department of Medicine at Columbia University College of
Physicians and Surgeons in New York.
Number of References:
5
Cites Cluster Papers:
Gocke 1969 May; Okochi 1968;

Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Gocke; Okochi; Blumberg; Prince;
Major Principal Statement:
"we describe here the development of acute hepatitis in a high
proportion of patients receiving blood containing the hepatitis

antigen." Pg 248

Minor Principal Statement:
"Our observations indicate such an impressive correlation
between the presence of hepatitis antigen in donor blood and the
development of hepatitis following transfusion that this early

report seems warranted." Pg 248
Linkages:
Confirmation: Gocke 1969 August — Prince 1968 August and Okochi

I
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Paper Fourteen:
Purcell, Holland, Walsh, Wong, Morrow and Chanock

1969

"A complement—fixation test for measuring Australia antigen and
antibody"
The Journal of Infectious Diseases 12¤(5):585—586 September

Institute:
Laboratory of Infectious Diseases at the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases at the National Institute of
Health in Bethesda, Maryland.
Number of References:
9
Cites Cluster Papers:
Okochi 1968;
Cites Cluster 1st. Authors:
Bayer; Okochi; Prince;

Major Principal Statement:
"The present study describes a complement—fixation (CF) test for
the measurement of AU and anti-Au, the relative sensitivity and

specificity of the test, and its use in detecting, quantitating,
and serologically comparing Au and anti—Au." Pg 585

Minor Principal Statement:
"A Complement—fixation technique for detecting and quantitating
Australia antigen and antibody is described.
The technique was
approximately 24 limes more sensitive than agar gel and 5 times

more sensitive for measuring antibody to Australia antigen." Pg
586
Linkages:
Elaboration by Refinement: Purcell 1969 — Prince 1968 August

I
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Discussion gf Principal Statements
In this section,

I incorporate the above information into a

chronological discussion of the principal statements in their context.
The following section I discuss the papers in terms of their
associations by linkages.

The paper discussion by linkages breaks up

the linear format to one of clusters of ideas, methods or theories.

The principal statement of Blumberg’s (1965) paper, the second
paper to appear in this cluster, states:

"This paper will describe the epidemiologic and
immunologic aspects of the Australia antigenisoprecipitin system" (pg. 1¢1)
Here he has named the isoprecipitin that he mentioned in his 1964
paper, the first paper of this cluster.

The reaction of focus here and

the reaction mentioned in the previous paper have these characteristics
in common:

0

different from other antigens

o

reacts with a low density lipoprotein

o

reactor specificity -beta lipoprotein

0

multi transfused patients often exhibit this substance

0

forms a precipitin line with sera from Australian Aborigine

Though these characteristics do appear in both of Blumberg’s papers
(1964 and 1965), Blumberg (1965) does not cite Blumberg (1964).

In the first lines of Blumberg’s 1967 (May) paper, he refers to
the previous Blumberg’s papers (1964 and 1965) in direct textual

reference and cite. The principal statement here says,
"In this present paper, we describe our further studies on the
prevalence of Au(1) in D0wn’s syndrome patients" (pg 925)
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The previous paper (Blumberg 1965) is a study of the antigen in the

blood sera of Leukaemia patients.

It is hoped that this find is

associated with the susceptibility to and development of leukaemia.
Blumberg’s 1967 (May) is the study of the sera antigen in the blood of
Down's Syndrome, leukemia and hepatitis patients.

This is in an

attempt to reinforce a genetic or chromosomal aberration theory
explaining the occurrence of this antigen in particular populations and
not in the general populations.

The antigen is referred to as

Australia antigen (name used in the 1967 May paper) and the allele is
referred to as (phenotype) Au(1).

The genetic thesis is found in this

statement found a little before the principal statement on pages 92#—

925:
"The original finding of Au(1) in very low frequency in normal
individuals and in relatively high frequency in some kinds of
leukemia suggested that individuals with this trait (which they
may have inherited) may be more susceptible to leukemia than
those without it. A corollary of this hypothesis is that
individuals with a high risk of developing leukemia would
comprise a population having a higher frequency of the trait
than subjects drawn from the normal population. Several such
groups are known. These include patients with Down’s syndrome
(mongolism), polycythemia vera, co—twins of an identical twin
having leukemia, individuals exposed to radiation, and

others.... Several of these groups have been tested for the
presence of Au(1), and the highest frequency in any U.S.
population so far tested has been found in a group of patients

with Down’s syndrome."18
This resembles the discussion of the same in Blumberg 1965:

18 Here he cites himself; however the papers cited do not appear in

this cocitation cluster. He has made the transition from leukemia to
Down’s syndrome. Though he does not cite his 1965 paper at this point
the text does favor the text of this previous paper.
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"The high incidence of the Australia antigen in the leukemia
population as compared with normals or other patients suggests
either that: (1) persons with the Australia antigen have an
increased susceptibility to the development of leukemia, or (2)
the antigen itself is a manifestation of the disease process,

perhaps secondary to an alternation in some normal serum
constituent with a resultant change in antigenic configuration,
or (5) the Australia antigen is related to the virus which has
been suggested as the cause of leukemia" (pg 5#5)

Later in this paper, Blumberg reiterates this sequence of diseases and
their relationship to Australia antigen in this statement:

"The most striking feature of our data is the discovery of
Australia antigen in high frequency in patients with Down’s
syndrome, leukemia (particularly acute granulocytic leukemia
and chronic lymphocytic leukemia),

and viral hepatitis" (pg

929).

The mention of hepatitis here is interesting because Blumberg seems to
be interested in the fact that evidence of hepatitis is found in Down‘s

syndrome patients and leukemia patients but he attributes this to a
chromosomal aberration relationship of hepatitis and pregnancy and
occurrence of Down’s syndrome (which of cause is a genetic syndrome).

Now Krugman (May 1967) enters the cluster from a different tack.
Support for saying Krugman is coming in on a different tack comes from
the content of the principal statements and other prose and in addition
he does not cite any of the previous Blumberg papers, nor does he cite
any of the papers Blumberg cites in any of the Blumberg papers included
in this cluster.

His principal statement states:

"The studies reported in this communication provide evidence
for the presence of two distinctive, clinical, epidemiological,
and immunological types of infectious hepatitis" (pg 95)
This he supports with this statement that appears in the abstract:

I
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"Contrary to commonly accepted concepts, the SH type was
moderately contagious. Patients with IH types were later
proved to be immune to the same type. Patients with the SH
type were not immune to the IH type infection" (pg 95)

This finding offers this:
"The identification of two types of infectious hepatitis with
distinctive clinical, epidemiological, and immunological

features provided an explanations for the occurrence of second
attacks of the disease" (pg 95)
Blumberg (1967 July) pursues the train of though concerning the
genetics and disease susceptibility.

This paper’s principal statement

says:
"Our previous studies on the Australia antigen, with the
findings given here, can be exploined by a variety of
hypotheses, which seems to satisfy the available data, is the

following.

The presences of Australia antigen is determined by

an autosomal recessive gene,

Au." (pg 176).

He supports his statement:

"Australia antigen has now been found to be associated with
lepromatous leprosy, leukaemia, and hepatitis, and to cluster

in families" (pg 176)
These ideas link back to those stated in both Blumberg‘s papers of 1965
and 1967.

The connection between Australia antigen and these diseases.

Prince (April) 1968 states:
"The aim of the following experiments was to provide an
objective immunologic criterion for the diagnosis of serum
hepatitis, as well as a possible means of screening for
carriers of the agent of this disease" (pg 814)
He is studying hepatitis and uncovers an particle he calls an antigen.

This substance he refers to:
"An antigen that appeared during the course of the incubation
period of a classical case of long—incubation-period, posttransfusion viral hepatitis has been found with the
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immunodiffusion technique. The data presented indicate that
detectable antigen is associated with serum hepatitis and that
it is extremely rare in the normal population" (pg819)
and:
"An antigen, termed SH, has been identified in serum during the
incubation period of a classical case of post—transfusion serum

nep¤t1c1s“ (pg 82¢)
(

He does not, however, refer to it as Australia antigen and does not
refer to or cite any of Blumberg et al.'s work. He does mention;
"Further support for an association between SH antigen and
serum hepatitis has been obtained in another double blind
experiment carried out with Dr. Saul Krugman" (pg 817)
Though Prince refers to Krugm¤n’s work, specifically I can not find the
mention of "antigen" in Krugman’s 1967 paper.
Prince, in this paper, is offering findings concerning Hepatitis,

an antigen and an immunological test that could help with screening
blood possible contaminated with hepatitis in the blood bank.
Bayer (July) 1968 paper has this as its principal statement;
"In this communication we describe electron microscopical
studies of particles consistently found in fractions of serum
containing Australia antigen from patients with acute

myelogenous leukaemia, chronic reticuloendotheliosis, Down‘s
syndrome with hepatitis, but not in control sera" (pg 1¢57)

In this paper, Bayer is using Blumberg’s term "Australia antigen" and
investigating blood sera from leukaemia and Down‘s syndrome with
hepatitis patients.

Bayer also cites Blumberg’s 1964,

1965, and both

1967 papers19.

19These are all the papers Bayer cites that are in our cocitation
cluster.
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Okochi (1968) paper’s principal statement is:
"In the present paper, we describe the frequency of Au—antigen
in blood donors of the Tokyo area, relation between the antigen
and hepatitis, appearance and disappearance of the antigen and
production of the antibody against Au—antigen in transfused
patients" (pg 575)

while working at this Blood Transfusion Service frequently examined
blood with compatibility tests for the use in blood transfusions.

Okochi found:
"...nearly every 1¢¢ units of blood used in our transfusion
service had one unit of AU—antigen positive blood" (pg 577).

with further study Okochi concluded:
"The association between the viral hepatitis and Au—antigen was
significant when compared to the frequency of Au—antigen in
apparently healthy donors" (pg 578).
Though he cites Blumberg et al.‘s papers of 1965 and both of 1967,
Okochi writes:
"Our present study was done almost independently form that of
Blumberg et al. but we have arrived at a similar conclusion in
this stage of the study" (pg 584)2¢

Prince‘s second paper, (August 1968), concludes:
"In conclusion, these findings suggest that Australia antigen
and SH antigen are closely related, and perhaps identical" (pg
465).

This paper is a methods paper outlining the method and advantage of
micro Ouchterlony over the "Lonagar" test system.

Prince, in comparing

these methods in light of the antigen, suggests that;

za Okochi also acknowledges blumberg for "...identification of the
antibodies and useful discussion on the subject during his stay in

Tokyo" (pg 584).

I
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"Despite the differences in the two test systems, the antigens
denoted by the terms Australia antigen and SH antigen seem to
be closely related" (pg 462-465).
Prince cites his previous paper of 1968, Blumberg et al.’s 1965 and
(May) 1967 papers and a paper unpublished coauthored by Prince and

Blumberg.

Gocke (May 1969) writes:
"The findings described here demonstrate the presence in the
serum of patients with acute viral hepatitis of a specific

factor which appears to be potentially important both in the
study and diagnosis of the disease and in the prevention of
transfusion hepatitis" (pg 1¢58)
and
"In addition, the strong association of the hepatitis antigen
with acute viral hepatitis,

documented here, increases the

suspicion that donor blood containing the antigen any be

infectious" (pg 1ß58)
The second sentence here supports the first and leads into a discussion

of Blumberg et al.’s

and Prince’s previous works21.

Gocke claims that

the Blumberg and Prince papers are incorrect in their assertions
concerning the immunological identities of Australia and SH antigens as
they are associated with particular diseases.

Gocke remarks:

"In contrast, the hepatitis described in the present report is
found in both the serum and the infectious types of hepatitis
types of hepatitis with the same high frequency (8¤%). Thus

these findings may reflect differences of considerable
epidemiological and pathological importance" (pg 1¢59).
Wright (July 1969) writes:

21Gocke cites: Blumberg et al. 1965, May 1967 and Prince both 1968
papers
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"Our findings confirm previous reports that the AU antigen can
be detected in the serum of a significant proportion of
patients with acute viral hepatitis." (pg 12ß)
and
"Our observations in patients with viral subacute hepatic
necrosis and biopsy-documented progression to posthepatic
cirrhosis lend further support to the concept that persistent

infection with the hepatitis virus may be responsible for the
development of chronic active hepatitis" (pg 121)
Here Wright extends the assertion that the infection of hepatitis can

occur through the transference of blood.

This extends Prince‘s papers

on technique and the correction of Blumberg et al's findings concerning
Australia antigen.

Wright cites: Blumberg et al.’s 1964, (May) 1967;

Prince both 1968; Bayer 1968; Krugman 1967 and Giles et al. in press

(1969).
Giles et al.

(July 1969) offers this sentence as its principal

statement:

"The present report is concerned with the relation of
Australia/SH antigen (Au/SH) to the two clinically,
epidemiologically and immunologically distinct types of
hepatitis previously described at the Willowbrook State School"

(pg 119)
This paper uses almost the same language as Krugman‘s previous paper as
it concerns its self with the "clinically, epidemiologically and
immunologically ..."

It is interesting that Giles disagrees with

Gocke’s findings in that she claims that Au/SH is associated with one

type of hepatitis and not the other; "the association of Au/SH antigen
with one type and not with other reaffirms their distinctiveness" (pg

121)

Here Giles is saying that there are two different types of
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hepdtitis which is ¤ reoffirmotion of Krugm¤n’s differentiotion of
hepctitis, virol ¤nd infectious.

However, she is olso giving

controdictory findings to Gocke’s report thot he found the ontigen in
both vircl ond infectious hepotitis. Giles cites: Blumberg et ol. 1965;
Boyer 1968; Prince August 1968; ond Krugmon et ol. 1967.

Gocke (August 1969) writes:
"We describe here the development of ocute hepotitis in ¤ high
proportion of potients receiving blood contoining the hepotitis
¤ntigen" (pg 248)
ond

"Our observotions indiccte such on impressive correlotion
between the presence of hepotitis ontigen in donor blood ond
the development of hepdtitis following tronsfusion thdt this
g

eorly report seems w¤rr¤nted" (pg 248).

In this possoge, Gocke is pursuing the discussion of blood ond dntigen
porticles os they relote to ccquiring hepotitis from blood contoct ond
tronsfusions.

Gocke here cites Gocke 1969, Prince (opril) 1968 ond

Okochi 1968.
Purcell et ol.

(June 1969) writes:

"The present study describes ¤ complement—fix¤tion (CF) test
for the meosurement of AU ond dnti—Au, the relotive sensitivity
ond specificity of the test, und its use in detecting,

quontitcting, ond serologicclly comporing Au ond ¤nti—Au" (pg
585)

This is ¤ technicol poper describing the Complimentory fixotion tests
for Au.

April).

Purcell cites: Bcyer 1968, Okochi 1968, und Prince 1968

4
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Discussion gf the Linkages
As the previous section shows, each paper has a sentence I have
designated as its principal statement according to the guidelines laid
out.

In this section I will describe the papers and the relationships

between papers as they appear in cognitive progressions as linkages
associate later papers with earlier ones.
The first cognitive progression includes five papers.

Blumberg

(196#-1967) with Bayer (1968) adding methodological support.

The

second progression contains only two papers: Krugman (1967) and Prince

(April 1968).

The third progression is a rehashing and combining of

the thoughts offered in the other two clusters.

This final progression

contains the rest of the papers with Okochi (1968), Prince (August
1968), and Giles (1969) denoting the main thrust of the argument and

Gocke (1969 both), Wright (1969), and Purcell (1969) contributing
supporting/confirming data.
Progression Qngg

The first cognitive progression concerns the

exploration of blood sera as shown by a collection of test reactions.
The link between Blumberg (1965) and Blumberg (196) in one of
elaboration by refinement.

Blumberg concentrates the paper’s focus on

the Australian antigen reaction, refines his description of the
reaction, and refines his theory about its presence in blood sera and

the consequence of it being there.

Blumberg (May 1967) elaborates with

addition to Blumberg (1965) by extending the studies of AA in

particular blood sera populations.

Blumberg (July 1967) elaborates

1
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with refinement on this previous study developing the genetic
aberration theory. Bayer offers a confirmation of the Au—antigen
finding by describing the "electron microscopical studies of particles
consistently found in fractions of serum containing Australia antigen
from patients with acute myelogenous leukaemia, chronic

W

reticuloendoliosis, Down’s syndrome with hepatitis..." pg 1¢57).
Progression [wg;

The second progression Prince (April 1968)

follows Krugman‘s (1967) research by looking into an "...objective
immunologic criterion for the diagnosis of serum hepatitis,... " and
extends it "...as a means of screening for carriers of the agent of
this disease" (D9 814).

Krugman had offered "The identification of two

types of infectious hepatitis with distinctive, epidemiological, and

immunological features" (pg 95).
refinement.

This is a linkage of elaboration by

Prince (April 1968) has taken Krugman‘s contribution,

refined it and applied it to the screening of blood donors.
Progression Three.

So far there are two trains of thought.

On

the one hand there is the discovery of the Australian antigen reaction
in blood sera whose presence may be explained with the genetic
aberration theory offered by Blumberg.

On the other hand, Krugman and

Prince are investigating hepatitis and its transmission.
The third progression contains the rest of the papers.

Okochi

launches it off by combining Blumberg et al.’s-like findings concerning
"...the frequency of Au—antigen in blood donors of the Tokyo area,..."
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(Okochi pg 575)22, and Prince’s concern for screening techniques,
"...nearly every 1¢¢ units of blood used in our transfusion service had
one unit of AU-antigen positive blood" (Okochi pg 577).

Okochi

concludes, "The association between the viral hepotitis and Au-antigen
was significant when compared to the frequency of Au-antigen in

apparently healthy donorS" (P9 578).

the Okochi to Blumberg linkoge is

best described as one of support by parallel study.

The Okochi to

Prince linkoge is one of elaboration by refinement where Okochi pursues
Prince’s discussion of the SH antigen and its association with
Hepatitis as a tool for screening infected donor blood.
Prince’s second paper elaborates by refinement on Okochi‘s
association the antigen and hepotitis by connecting the description of
his antigen reaction (denoted SH antigen) with Okochi‘s description of
Blumberg’s Au-antigen reaction in this way, "In conclusion,

these

findings suggest that Australia antigen and SH antigen are closely
related, and perhaps identical" (pg 465) and "Despite the differences

in the two test systems, the antigens denoted by the terms Australia
antigen and SH antigen seem to be closely related’ (D9 462-465).

By

doing so, Prince has extended Okochi subtle combination of Blumberg’s
basic findings (the antigen reaction) and concretely related them to
the research of hepotitis.

Prince points out that he and Blumberg had

in fact been looking at a similar test result but from different
directions.

Blumberg had found an antigen reaction and attempted to

22 Note the use of the term "Au-antigen"; this is a Blumberg term.
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explain its presence in different populations whereas Prince had the
problem of Hepatitis arising in post transfusion patients for which he

discovered an antigen reaction.

Okochi simplified and combined the

best from both to which Prince was able to see the obvious.
To this Gocke (May 1969) lends confirmation.

He links up with the

Okochi and Prince progression with "The findings described here
demonstrate the presence in the serum of patients with acute viral

hepatitis of a specific factor which appears to be potentially
important both in the study and diagnosis of the disease and in the
prevention of transfusion hepatitis" (pg 1¤58) and "In addition, the
strong association of the hepatitis antigen with acute viral hepatitis,

documented here, increases the suspicion that donor blood containing
the antigen may be infectious" (pg 1¢58).

The link offered here is one

of confirmation as Gocke does not appear to be saying anything new but

rather is reaffirming Prince and Okochi’s findings.

However, Gocke

does offer findings concerning the presence of Au/SH antigen in both
infectious and serum hepatitis;

these findings (according to Gocke)

contradict previous assertions found in Blumberg and Prince reports.
Wright (July 1969) in his own words "confirm(s) previous reports

that the AU antigen can be detected in the serum of a significant
proportion of patients with acute viral hepatitis" (D9 12¢).

Giles (July 1969) extends Prince‘s association between AU and SH
antigen and reimbeds it into Krugman's previous discussion of the
distinct types of hepatitis.

Giles is therefore linked by elaboration

7¢
by refinement to the Okochi and Prince cognitive progression.
writes

Giles

"The present report is concerned with the relation of

Australia/SH antigen (AU/SH)25 to the two clinically, epidemiologically
and immunologically distinct types of hepatitis previously described at
the willowbrook State School24" (pg 119).

Giles disagrees with Gocke's

previous contradictory finding (the presence of antigen in both
infectious and serum hepatitis) by offering evidence of the antigen
reaction only in one hepatitis type which "reaffirms their
distinctiveness" (pg 121).

This supports my assertion that Gocke is a

side line support and Giles is within the mainstream of this cognitive
progression.

(

Gocke‘s second paper (August 1969) comes back with another
confirmation linkage that braces the connection made between hepatitis

infected donations with the acquisition of the disease.

He states "Our

observations indicate such an impressive correlation between the
presence of hepatitis antigen in donor blood and the development of
hepatitis following transfusion..." (pg 248).

Again this is confirming

evidence that only reiterates previous findings with "independent"
experimentation.

Lastly, Purcell‘s paper (June 1969) lies in a supportive position
as it elaborates by refinement Prince‘s Technique.

Purcell writes a

25 Note these terms used by Prince and Blumberg appearing together
24Note this repetition, almost word for word, of Krugman’s
principle statement
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technical paper that "...describes a complement—fixation (CF) test for
and
the measurement of AU and anti—Au, the relative sensitivity
and
specificity of the test, and its use in detecting, quantitating
serologically comparing Au and anti—Au" (pg 585).
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Summary of the Just So Story25
This is a summary of the Just So Story constructed by Mullins in
1978.

His discussion is based on data from interviews, readings of

articles, and general understanding of the field.
Sever outlines a method for isolating particles in blood sera; the
method is micro diffusion.

Blumberg used this method to investigate

blood samples.
Blumberg examines blood sera for genetic typing.

He uses

precipitation of antibodies against serum beta lipoproteins.

He hunts

for precipitins to define an Ag system (low density beta protein) that
may have inherited antigenic specificities alleles.

Systems of this

sort with related antigenic substances are common to the general
population.

He searches for other antibodies in hopes of uncovering

other systems.

This line of investigation uncovers such an antibody that had has
of yet not been commonly identified.

This Blumberg labels

serum protein with "important properties" (Mullins pg 1).
he hopes is a beta lipoprotein allotype.

Au(1), a
This protein

He discovers that this

particle reacts with a very specific antigen that is found is specific
populations; more specifically, it reacts with antigenic material from
Australia Aborigine blood serum.

In his search for allotypes, Blumberg

25 This summary is of a paper by Mullins called, "working Paper #
1¢ Australia Antigen — Just so Story: Mostly Chronological" February
2¢, 1978. This paper by Mullins also appears in a Grant Report
submitted to NSF in 1981.
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compores this protein, with 0 st0tistic0l distribution in world
populotions, to other diseoses with stotisticol distributions.

He

describes the Au(1) ollotype, Au(1), 0s hoving recessive troit
chorocteristics.

He tests the Au(1) ond discerns thot it is 0 true

ontigen 0nd not just onother lipoprotein26.

Pursuing this st0tistic0l distribution chorocteristic, Blumberg
compores the findings concerning Au(1) with those regording leprosy,

Down’s syndrome, leukemic ond other diseose though to hove some genetic
foctor of susceptibility.

He published his discussions in six

subsequent popers.
At the s0me time, but in 0 different reseorch 0re0, Krugmon
identifies 0nd differentiotes two vorieties of hepotitis MS—1 ond MS—2.

Ms-1 hos 0 short term incubotion period.

MS—2 h0s 0 long term

incubotion period 0nd is 0ssoci0ted with Au.
Prince 0nd Okochi, both 0ffili0ted with blood bonks, look for "0
sensitive test for serum hep0titis" thot is "quicker, cheoper 0nd more
0ccur0te" (Mullins pg 5).
Okochi ond Murokomi confirm ossociotions between hepotitis 0nd
Au(1).

They meosure ond report th0t Au(2) 0ppe0rs in the hepotitis

incub0tion stote, remoins there during the dcute phrose ond then
declines in concentrction.

26This finding is reported in 0 poper by Melortin 0nd Blumberg in
1966.
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Prince finds a hepatitis antigen, he labels it "SH" in hepatitis
patients.

This "SH" substance is identified, tentatively by Prince and

assuredly by Blumberg, as the same substance and as Au.

To remove

confusion the term Aaa for "hepatitis associated antigen" is adopted.

More work continued along Blumberg‘s research program.

Sutnick

associates Haa with institutionalized Down‘s patients and asserts a

possible immunologic deficiency connecting Haa infection with Down‘s.
In independent studies,

Prince and Okochi associate Haa with

hepatitis and verify that the amounts of Haa vary during the disease
process.
Bayer suggest that the actual Haa particle is "...an indicator of
an immune mechanism deficiency" or ". .Haa as the infection agent"
(Mullins pg 4).

A number of methods papers outline and compare techniques for
locating this particle in blood sera:
o

complement fixation (Shulman and Purcell)

o

micro diffusion (Sever, and Blumberg)

o
o

fluorescence antibody technique (Millman)
immuno fluorescence (Coyne)

0

electron microscope examination (Almeida)

Both Blumberg and Levene continue Blumberg‘s pursuit of the genetic
investigation of this particle’s properties.

Though London and

Blumberg not that Au is not a liver damage product by instead Au is
associated with the hepatitis infection (that may result in liver

damage and possible liver damage products).

I
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Millman writes about Au being a virus.
from a fluorescent antibody test.

he backs this with results

Gocke criticizes micro diffusion

(this original method for this kind of blood study) as being "too slow
S

and inadequate" (Mullins pg 5).
Hirchsman, Giles, Wright and Fox each associate Au with hepatitis

and show the variation in Au presence over time.
Barker, Garin and Millman (Millman working from Blumberg‘s lab)
attempt to clarify the nature of Au.

In this sequence of papers, Au is

identified as an "empty capsid of a virus perhaps in association with
antibody elements" (Mullins pg 6).
Au and Hepatitis is shown to be persistent in hemodialysis units

of blood and blood products.
carcinoma.

Smith associates Au with hepatocellular

Hepatitis, as a disease process, produces other severe

diseases.
Much activity arose in the area of methods.

Pesendorfer

introduces an immunoelectrophoresis technique followed by a series of
other method papers.
Cossart compares Au+ and Au- with gel diffusion and complete
fixation technique.

Gocke uses the immunoelectrophoresis.

Walsh uses

radioimmunoassay. Prince, from blood banking, offers findings for
hemagglutination technique.

Dane and Nowslowaski use electron microscopes to localize sites on
dells to show that there are two antigenic components to Haa.

I
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Meanwhile more work when on in accordance with BLumberg’s research.
Raunio (with Blumberg) return to investigate the genetic issues of
Au(1) and Au(2).

Closely followed by a collection of clinical papers

addressing the clinical entity of Au.

Shulman reviews the stand that

the association of Au and hepatitis may be with a genetic immune
deficiency.
Barker remarks that the particle may be a hepatitis virus.

Mosley

offers findings that show Au does not occur in infectious hepatitis
cases.
Gocke follows London’s lead that relates handling blood
increase chance of contracting hepatitis.

to

Chang shows that common

water source could have been the common factor in a sport team outbreak
of Au positive.
This leads back into a line of work investigating acute liver
disease and Au’s place in it.

Sherlock examines acute liver disease.

Prince looks at chronic liver disease and Gocke and Buldley (Dudley?)
associate particles with polyserositis and chronic active hepatitis.

Simmons' analysis of impact of Haa caused hepatitis in
hepatocellular carcinoma and concludes that the incubation time is
related to hepatocellular carcinoma but Au being associated to
hepatitis is not.

Albert associates Au with other symptomatic diseases like
arthritis and acute viral hepatitis both relating back to Au.

E
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[gg Comparison gi ggg [gg Accounts
In this section I will compare Section four with Sections Two and
Three.

These sections include the two forms of "stories" about the

development of the Australia antigen specialty.

The stories appear similar.

The story in Section Four is more

elaborate, more inclusive than that constructed through my method.
However, the storyline is less clear and some what haphazard.

The Just

So Story goes beyond the material presented in the principal statements
and linkages story but this is accounted for by the limit of the
later’s sample.

The principal statements and linkages story has

cleorer connections and traceable cognitive progressions.

The

prominent train of thought (that Australia antigen is related to
hepatitis and is transmittable though blood contamination) stands out
(the group of relevant papers is the largest group of papers, it
includes seven papers) and yet the history behind this train of thought

is not lost as Blumberg and Krugman are still noted.

My story has a

firm story line with main plots, sub plots and supporting characters.
The development of the ideas can be traced back to the original papers.

Specificolly, there are three differences between my account and
Mullins‘ account: the mention of dates, the number of names, and the
types and number of groups.

Mullins made little reference to dates;

using them infrequently to denote a particular paper or beginning of a
new year of research.

In my sample there are 14 papers.

Included in

I
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Apostolov finds Au in urine.

Hirsh and Grob outline possible oral

spread of SH and presence of SH in feces.
Almeidia gives physical characteristics of Au.

It is a #2nm Dane

particle that with the removal of the coat becomes a 27nm rhinovirus
like particle (Mullins pg 9).

He showed that an antibody in serum

_

would be activated forwards this virus unless that virus was covered
with AU—AG.
Kim concluded that Au has more than one immunologic specificity
and LeBouvier states that this system is an antigenically complex

reaction and that Au is not one reaction by several.
Landar and Hollinger publish method papers on immunoassay and
refinements on walsh’s radioimmunoassay techniques.
series of methods for the blood banking problem.

Ling offers a

which is followed by

the finding of "...more antigenic determinants..." by Bancroft.
Dudley, in a review, asks given the clinical manifestations of Haa,
what are the cell mediated responses that lead up to these
manifestations.

It was conjectured that the character of the virus as

well as the character of the host relate to the
virus strain (LeBouvier)
o
o
o
o

the dose (Barker)
the mode of transmission (Krugman)
host genetic makeup (Blumberg)

o

the immune response (Dudley)
And this is one account of the cognitive development of the

Australia antigen specialty.

8ß
Mullins' account, he mentions 46 names.
more than once in the course of his text.

Many of these names appear
The difference in names is

partly due to the difference in sampling techniques;

Mullins used the

cocitation cluster, its full 89 papers, as a guide for his
analysis.
The individual subjects targeted for surveys, interviews
and
bibliometric study also relotes back to this initial list of 89
names.
These names were the first authors and reoccurring second
authors of

the 89 cocitation papers.

My sample originated in from the list of 89

papers but concentrated on the 14 core papers,

of the cocitation cluster,

the most central papers,

My project uses the names (Blumberg, Bayer,

Prince) as makers for papers and do not represent the individuals
themselves.
My account differentiates and labels three groups within the
cocitation cluster: the Australia Antigen/genetic group,
the Hepatitis

group, and the Australia Antigen and Hepatitis Combination group.
Mullins discusses both papers and research activity.

The kind of group

labels Mullins uses are:
o
Methods
o

Hepatitis the Disease

o

Nature of Au

o

Acute Liver Disease and other symptomatic disorders

o
o

.

Variation in Au Concentration
Clinical manifestations and Characteristics of Au

He uses paragraphs and trains of thought to congregate
sets of papers,

sets of research activity and sets of papers and research.

The

connections between the same vary in intensity; sometimes Mullins notes

A
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a direct connection and sometimes he includes a list on names in a
paragraph about a particular idea or research institute.

For example, "Prince and Okochi, both affiliated with blood
banks,..."; "... Levene continues Blumberg‘s pursuit of the genetic

investigation of this particle‘s properties"; and, "Hirchsman, Giles,
Wright and Fox each associate Au with Hepatitis and show the variation
in Au presence over time"; and, "...(Millman working form Blumberg‘s
lab)...".

Mullins connections vary from direct one to one, comparable

to a linkage, and very general, both general in title- "... os series
of other method papers..." and in association- a string of names
appearing in the same paragraph.

In addition,

the connections are not

in accordance with time rather than chronological;

the development of

Mullins’ account does not build incrementally, though this is not
necessarily a detraction.

My linkages and cognitive progression have

specific labels and direct, specific connections between a paper and a
progression label.

cognitive structure.

Thus the map is a pictorial representation of the

For example, the papers by Giles (1969) and

Krugman (1967) are connected with a linkage of "elaboration by

refinement" that can be documented by looking at the wording of the
respective principal statements:

Giles (1969):
"The present report is concerned with the relation of Australia/SH

antigen (Au/SH) to the two clinically, epidemiologically and
immunologically distinct types of hepatitis previously described at

the Willowbrook School" (D9. 119)

Krugman (1967):

‘
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"The studies reported in this communicotion provide evidence for

the presence of two distinctive, clinicol, epidemiologicol, ond
immunologicol types of infectious hep¤titis" (pg 95)

The words in the obove sentences ore technicol ond similor in order.
Giles porophrosed Krugm¤n‘s stotement ond odded the term:

"Austrolio/SH

ontigen".
Mullins’ occount is eloborote yet hophozord, generol ond not
chronologicol.

My occount is concise, specific ond progressive.

To

designote one poper os better thon onother would depend on the purpose
of the occount ond not solely its content ond formot.
my occount is to disploy ¤ simple, concise,

The purpose of

specific, ond orgonized mop

or picture of o speciolties cognitive structure in o given yeor.
The next chopter contoins the onolysis of the L—Dop¤ doto; it
follows the some formot os the chopter obove.

CHAPTER gg [gg ANALYSIS Qg [gg L—DOPA PAPERS

Descriptions gj L—Dopa Pagers
In the following pages I present some defining characteristics of
each paper in the L—Dopa cocitation cluster.

Again, I include both

bibliometric and social information about the authors in the form of
title of work and place of publication, author(s) name(s),

institutional affiliation, funding information.

To this I add the

cognitive information relevant to each paper that being the actual
principal statement, both major and minor, and the linkages.

This is

to allow the reader to become familiar with the texts.
Following this section, I incorporate the above information in
discussions of the principal statements and the linkages associating

them.
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Paper One:
Bertler, Carlsson, Rosengren
1958

"A Method for the fluorimetric determination of adrenaline and
noradrenaline in tissues"

Acta Physiology of Scandinavia 1958 44:275-292

Institute:

Department of Pharmacology, University of Lund, Sweden
Number of References:
18

Cites Cluster Papers:
None

Cites Cluster Authors:
Bertler; Euler;
Major Principal Statement:
"A method for chemical assay of small amounts of adrenaline and
noradrenaline in tissue is described." pg 291

Minor Principal Statement:

"In the method described below we have chosen a strong cation

exchange resin (Dowex 5¢), which seems to be more convenient to

use than Amberlite IRC—5¢."

pg 275

Linkage:
None: As the first paper in a sequence, this paper does not

initiate a linkage.

1
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Paper Two:
Euler and Lishajko
"Improved Technique for the fluorimetric estimation of
1961
catecholamines"
Acta Physiology of Scandinavia 1961 51:$#8—$56
Institute:

Physiology Department, Karolinska Institutet. Stockholm,

Sweden

Number of References:
7
Cites Cluster Papers:
Bertler 1958

_

Cites Cluster Authors:

Bertler; Euler;
Major Principal Statement:
"The present report deals with some observations made an the
effect of addition of certain compounds an the stability of the
reagent mixture and of the lutines formed from adrenaline and
noradrenaline" pg $#9

Minor Principal Statement:
"The technique used for estimation of catecholamines in urine

and organ extracts is described." pg $#8
Linkage:

Elaboration of Refinement: Euler 1961 — Bertler 1958

n
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Paper Three:
Falck, Hillarp, Thieme and Torp
1961
"Fluorescence of catechol amines and related compounds condensed
with formaldehyde"
J. Histochem. Cytochem. 1¢:5u8—55u Aug. 28

Institute:
Department of Hist0lOgv, University of Lund, and Department of
Pharmacology, University of Goteborg, Sweden

Number of References:
25
Cites Cluster Papers:
Bertler 1958
Cites Cluster Authors:
Bertler; Falck;

Major Principal Statement:
"The reaction under mild conditions between formaldehyde and
phenylalamine and phenylethylamine derivatives has been
studied." pg 555
"The present work shows that dopamine and noradrenaline easily
react with formaldehyde even under mild conditions (pH 5, 5¤C)."

Pg. 551-552
Minor Principal Statement:

"It was unexpectedly found that the isolated
tetrahydroisoquinaline derivatives included in a protein film
have a much weaker fluorescence in the visible region that of
the products formed when the catechol amines themselves in such

a film are treated with formaldehyde vapour."

pg 552

Linkage:
Elaboration of Addition: Falck 1961 — Euler 1961
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Poper Four:

y

Anton ond Soyre
1962
"A study of the foctors offecting the oluminum oxide—
trihydroxyindole procedure for the onolysis of cotecholomines"
J. Phormocol. 138 oug. 1¢
Institute:

Deportment of Psychiotry, ond Phormocology ond Theropeutics,
University of Florido, College of Medicine, Goinesville, Florido
Number of References:
54
Cites Cluster Popers:
Bertler 1958; Euler 1961

Cites Cluster Authors:
Bertler; Euler;
Mojor Principol Stotement:
"A relioble, quontitotive, lightly sensitive, odoptoble method
for the estimotion of cotecholomines in diverse biologicol
moteriol from vorious vertebrote species is presented in detoil"

pg 374

Minor Principol Stotement:
"Furthermore our observctions hove reveoled severol deficiencies

in current methodology which moy occount for some of the
reported discreponcies in this field"

pg 369

Linkogez
Eloborotion of Refinement: Anton 1962 — Euler 196¢
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Paper Five:
Falck
1962

"Observations on the possibilities of the cellular localization
of monoamines by a fluorescence method"
Acta Physiologica Scandinavia 56(197):3—25 1962

Institute:

Department of Histology, University of Lund, and Department of
Pharmacology, University of Goteborg, Sweden
Number of References:
21

Cites Cluster Papers:

Euler 1961; Falck 1962;
Cites Cluster Authors:

Euler; Falck;
Major Principal Statement:
"In the present paper are presented some observations on the

specificity and sensitivity of the fluorescence method and its
applicability to tissues" pg 4

Minor Principal Statement:

"The results obtained in the experiments briefly described below

so strongly support the histochemical and other data (see also
Falck and Torp 1962 b) that there now is little doubt that the
fluorescence method demonstrates NA in the adrenergic fibres."

Pg 19
Linkage:
Confirmation: Falck 1962 - Falck 1961
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Paper Six:
Porter, Totaro and Stone

1965

"Effect of 6—hydroxydopamine and some other compounds on the
concentration of norepinephrine in the hearts of mice."
J. Pharmacol. 14ß: 5¢8-516

Institute:
Merck Institute for Therapeutic Research, west Point,

Pennsylvania
Number of References:
16

Cites Cluster Papers:
None
Cites Cluster Authors:

Bertler; Euler; Porter;
Major Principal Statement:

"Comparison of 6—hydroxydopamine with other norepinephrinedepleting compounds has shown that the former has unique
properties which may be useful in further elucidating the
mechanisms involved n catecholamine binding and release" pg 5¢8
Minor Principal Statement:
"The data can be interpreted, within the framework of the two—pool
concept of norepinephrine storage, as follows: 1) Reserpine releases

norepinephrine by acting upon pool 1; quanethidine, like bretylium,
blocks the action of reserpine on this pool, but does not itself
release norepinephrine from pool 1. 2) Tyramine, quanethidine and
metaraminol, in order of increasing affinity for norepinephrine
binding sites, release the amine through pool 2. 5) 6—Hydroxydopamine,

although possessing less affinity for binding sites of pool 2 than
tyramine, metaranimol and guanethidine, destroys or alter the binding
sites in such a way that they must be replaced." 516

Linkage:

None: First paper in a sequence

9¢
Paper Seven:
Konig, Klippel

1965

The Rat Brain: A Stereotaxic atlas gf the forebrain and lower
parts gf the brain stem.
The williams and wilkins Company Baltimore 1965

Institute:

Department of Pathology, Chemische Fabrik Promonta, G.m.b.H.,
Hamburg
Number of References:
159
Cites Cluster Papers:
None
Cites Cluster Authors:
None
Major Principal Statement:
"Our challenge today is to extend morphological methods of
research to this most frequently used laboratory animal." Pg 1

Minor Principal Statement:
"Having worked our a new method especially adapted to our
purpose, we prepared a series of photographs from stained
frontal and sagittal sections.

In this way our first aim, to

obtain a basis for topographical control, was achieved." pg 1
Linkage:
None: first in a sequence

1
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Paper Eight:
Anden, Carlsson, Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Hillarp and Larsson
1964
"Demonstration and mapping out of nigro—neostriatal dopamine
neurons"

Life Sciences 5:525-55ß may 1964
Institute:

Departments of PHarmacology and Psychology, University of
Goteborg and Department of Histo10gV„ Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden

Number of References:
51
Cites Cluster Papers:
Dahlstrom 1964 (in press at the time)
Cites Cluster Authors:

Dahlstrom; Bertler;
Major Principal Statement:
"Since it has been shown that dopamine neurons exist in mammals

— namely in the retina - it seemed possible that the
catecholamine containing nerve cell in the substantia nigra
might belong to dopamine neurons terminating in the neostriatum.
The purpose of this paper was to examine this possibility." pg
525
Minor Principal Statement:

"The present results are preliminary but when the observations
from the four different experimental series described above are
taken together, they provide conclusive evidence that a pathway
of dopamine neurons exists, which originates in the substantia
nigra, ascends in the internal capsule and terminates in the

neostriatum." pg 527
Linkage:
None: first in a sequence

I
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Paper Nine:
Anton, Sayre
"The distribution of dopamine and dopa in various animals and a
1964
method for their determination in diverse biological material"
J. Pharmacol. Exptl. Therap.145:526—556 march 4
Institute:
Department of Psychiatry, and Pharmacology and Therapeutics.

University of Florida, College of Medicine, Gainesville, Florida
Number of References:
25
Cites Cluster Papers:
Anton 1962; Bertler 1958; Euler 1961
Cites Cluster Authors:

Anton; Bertler; Euler 1961
Major Principal Statement:

"The use of periodate as the oxidizing agent (other oxidizing
agents, e.g., K3Fe(CN)6, MnO2, HZO2, KClO5, could not substitute
for the periodate), together with Al3O5 as the absorbent,
confers a critical and unique specificity to our method." Pg

554
Minor Principal Statement:
"The use of periodate oxidation under the prescribed conditions
has resulted in a sensitive, specific, and rapid method for the

quantitative determination of dopamine and dopa in diverse
biological material." pg 555
Linkage:

Elaboration by Refinement: Anton 1964 — Euler 1961

“
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Paper Ten:
Dahlstrom, Fuxe

1964

Evidence for the existence gf monoamine—containing neurons in
·

the central nervous system.

Acta Physiologica Scandinavica 62(252) 5—55(79) 1964
Institute:

Department of Histology, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden.
Number of References:

71
Cites Cluster Papers:
Anden 1964 (in press at the time);

both Flack 1962; Konig 1965

Dahlstrom 1964 (this paper);

Cites Cluster Authors:
Anden; Bertler; Dahlstrom; Euler; Falck; Hamberger; Konig;

Major Principal Statement:
"In the present and following papers of this series it will be shown
that there exist two distinctly different types of neurons which

contain in their cell bodies low concentrations of a primary

catecholamine (DA or NA) and 5-HT, respectively. Evidence will also
be presented for the view that these neurons are monaminergic and

give rise to monoamine—containing synaptic terminals." pg 5
Minor Principal Statement:
"It may be concluded that the findings form the histochemical and
pharmacological experiments performed in this study furnish, when

taken together, convincing evidence that the fluorescence of the two
types of nerve cells is due the presence of catecholamines and 5—HT
respectively." pg 55
Note: DA=dopamine, NA=noradrena1ine, A= adrenaline, 5—HT=5—

hydroxytryptamine, 5-HTP=5-hydroxytryptophan, dopa=5,4—
dihydroxyphenylalanine, MAO=monoamine oxidase
Linkage:
Elaboration by Refinement: Dahlstrom 1964 — Anden 1964

E
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Paper Eleven: (letter to the Editor)
Hamberger, Malmfors, Sachs (Letter to the editor)
1964
"Standardization of paraformaldehyde and of certain procedures
for the histochemical demonstration of catecholamines"

J. Histochem. Cytochem. 147 sept. 14
Institute:
Department of Histology, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.

Supported by USPHS Grant from the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Blindness, and a grant from the Swedish Medical Research
Council

Number of References:
None (Some internal cites)

Cites Cluster Papers:
None (Internal cite to Dahlstrom 1964;

Cites Cluster Authors:
None (An internal cite to Falck; Dahlstrom)

Major Principal Statement:
"Adrenergic mechanisms can now be studied directly at cellular
and subcellular levels with the help of the sensitive
fluorescence method of Falck and Hillarp for the histochemical
demonstration of certain catecholamines, e.g. the adrenergic
transmitter." pg 147
Minor Principal Statement:

"This standardization of paraformaldehyde and the procedures
described above have been used in this laboratory for more than
a year and have proved extremely useful.
They eliminate some
important sources of error in the histochemical method and

significantly increase the possibility of obtaining
reproducible results." pg 147
Linkage:

Support: Hamberger 1964 — Falck 1961
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Paper Twelve:
Anden, Dahlstrom, Fuxe and Larsson

1965

"Further evidence for the presence of nigro—neostriatal dopamine
neurons in the rat"
American Journal of Anatomy 116 529-554

Institute:

Department of Histology, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden and
Department of Pharmacology, and Psychology, University of Goteborg,
Sweden. Supported by a grant from Public Health Service, the National
Institute of Neurological Disease and Blindness, the Swedish Medical
Research Council, the National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development and the U.S. Public Health Service; as well as Air Force

Office of Scientific Research, European Office of Aerospace Research,
USAF

Number of References:
11
Cites Cluster Papers:
Anden 1964; Dahlstrom 1964 (in press at the time); Falck 1961

and 1962;
Cites Cluster Authors:

Anden; Dahlstrom; Falck;
Major Principal Statement:
"The results in the present and previous paper seem to provide
conclusive evidence that there exists a pathway of dopamine
neurons, originating in the substania nigra, ascending in the
internal capsule and ending in the neostriatum with abundant

nerve terminals that contain very high concentrations of
dopamine" pg 529
Minor Principal Statement:

"The results together with those in a previous paper (Anden,

Carlsson, Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Hillarp and Larsson 1964) seem to

provide conclusive evidence for the presence of nigroneostriatal dopamine neurons." pg 529

Linkage:

Confirmation: Anden 1965 - Dahlstrom 1964

·
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Paper Thirteen:

Laverty, Sharman and Vogt
1965
"Action of 2,4,5-trihydroxyphenylethylamine on the storage and
release of noradrenaline"
Brit. J. Pharmacol. 24:549-56ß sept. 18 1965
Institute:

Agricultural Council Institute of Animal Physiology, Babraham,
Cambridge
Number of References:
21
Cites Cluster Papers:
Bertler 1958; Euler 1961; Porter 1965;
Cites Cluster Authors:

Bertler; Euler; Porter; Laverty
Major Principal Statement:
"The present experiments confirm those of Porter el al. (1963)

concerning the prolonged action of 6—hydroxydopamine on the
noradrenaline content of the mouse heart." pg 558
Minor Principal Statement:

"Our experiments using a paper chromatographic separation failed
to show any 6 hydroxydopamine in untreated mouse hearts. THis
does not, however, eliminate the possibility that quantities not

detectable by our methods may occur, particularly in tissues
rich in dopamine." pg 558
Linkage:
Confirmation: Laverty 1965 — Porter 1963

I
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Discussion gf Principal Statement
In Bertler, Carlsson, Rosengren (1958) paper, "A Method for the

fluorimetric determination of adrenaline and noradrenaline in tissues"
their principal statement is:

"A method for chemical assay of small amounts of adrenaline and
noradrenaline in tissue is described." pg 291
which they support with:
"In the method described below we have chosen a strong cation
exchange resin (Dowex 59),

than Amberlite IRC—59."

which seems to be more convenient to use

pg 275

This is the first paper in the sample so in has no linkage with any
previous paper as there is no previous paper
Euler and Lishajko ([December 1969] 1961)

"Improved Technique for

the fluorimetric estimation of catecholamines"

follow Bertles line and

offer:
"The present report deals with some observations made on the effect
of addition of certain compounds on the stability of the reagent
mixture and of the lutines formed from adrenaline and
noradrenaline" pg 549
Certain terms in this quote need elaborating;

the following quote is

taken from the first paragraph of this paper and sets the stage for the
principal statement:

"Adrenaline and noradrenaline can be conveniently and accurately
estimated in small amounts by fluorimetric technique using the
trihydroxyindole (THI) method ... When occurring in a mixture the

two amines can be determined differentially, after transformation
to lutines, by the use of two filter sets ... or by using
spectrophotofluorimetric technique ...." pg 548

Both of these papers are method papers as the discuss techniques for
detecting adrenaline and noradrenaline (forms of catecholamines) in
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animal tissue and fluids by using fluorimetric estimation techniques;
as Euler reemphasizes:
"The technique used for estimation of catecholamines in urine and
organ extracts is described." pg 548
Falck, Hillarp, Thieme and Torp (August 1961) published another method
paper entitled, "Fluorescence of catechol amines and related compounds
condensed with formaldehyde", in which they
state:
"The reaction under mild conditions between formaldehyde and

phenylalamine and phenylethylamine derivatives has been studied."

pg 555
"The present work shows that dopamine and noradrenaline easily

react with formaldehyde even under mild conditions (pH 5, 5¤C)."

Pg. 551—552

This method paper claims to have improved on the fluorescence technique
by using formaldehyde.

With this procedure they announce:

"It was unexpectedly found that the isolated tetrahydroisoquinaline
derivatives included in a protein film have a much weaker

fluorescence in the visible region that of the products formed when

the catechol amines themselves in such a film are treated with
formaldehyde vapour." pg 552

Anton and Sayre (August 1962) in their paper, "A study of the factors
affecting the aluminum oxide—trihydroxyindole procedure for the
analysis of catecholamines", they improve on Euler’s and Bertler‘s
technique in a different way.

They stay closer in line with Euler’s

and Bertler‘s basic method.

Their principal statement remarks:
"A reliable, quantitative, lightly sensitive, adaptable method for
the estimation of catecholamines in diverse biological material

from various vertebrate species is presented in detail"

Plus:

pg 574

1
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"Furthermore our observations have revealed several deficiencies in
current methodology which may account for some of the reported
discrepancies in this field" pg 56¢
The next paper is again by Falck

(1962) and called "Observations

on the possibilities of the cellular localization of monoamines by a
fluorescence method."

This paper is a more general discussion of

Falck’s methodological work on Fluorescence.

In this paper he presents

an explicit principal statement:

"In the present paper are presented some observations on the
specificity and sensitivity of the fluorescence method and its
applicability to tissues" pg 4

To which he supports with:
"The results obtained in the experiments briefly described below so
strongly support the histochemical and other data (see also Falck
and Torp 1962 b) that there now is little doubt that the

fluorescence method demonstrates NA in the adrenergic fibres." Pg
19 _
This paper Falck gives an extended examination of the specificity,
sensitivity and value of the fluorescence method; he also discusses the

"possibilities of differentiating"

among amines; plus, he offers the

consideration that the combination of the method and differentiating
technique demonstrates the presence of noradrenaline (NA) in adrenergic
neurons.

In this way he is both reviewing the methodology and

exploring the presence of chemicals internal to the nervous system.
Porter, Totaro and Stone (1965) paper is not strictly a methods

paper.

This paper, "Effect of 6—hydroxydopamine and some other

compounds on the concentration of norepinephrine in the hearts of mice"

examines the properties chemicals within internal systems.
is not so interested in how you document the presence and

This paper

1¢¢
concentrations of chemicals in biological tissue but rather it is
interested in the relationship of chemicals to the functioning system,

i.e. the binding and releasing of catecholamines in heart tissue.

The

principal statements says just that:

""Comparison of 6—hydroxydopamine with other norepinephrinedepleting compounds has shown that the former has unique properties
which may be useful in further elucidating the mechanisms involved
n catecholamine binding and release" pg 5¢8
And more specifically:
"The data can be interpreted, within the framework of the two~poo1
concept of norepinephrine

storage, as follows: 1) Reserpine

releases norepinephrine by acting upon pool 1; quanethidine, like
bretylium, blocks the action of reserpine on this pool, but does
not itself release norepinephrine from pool 1. 2) Tyramine,
quanethidine and metaraminol, in order of increasing affinity for
norepinephrine binding sites, release the amine through pool 2. 5)

6—Hydroxydopamine, although possessing less affinity for binding
sites of pool 2 than tyramine, metaranimol and guanethidine,
destroys or alter the binding sites in such a way that they must be

replaced." 516
This paper is the first in my sample to more away from a methodological
stance to a theoretical examination of functioning biological systems.

The next work examines biological systems from a different
theoretical leaning; Konig and Klippel (1965) The Rat Brain: A

Stereotaxic atlas gf the forebrain and lower parts gf the brain stem
is a morphological text similar to those used in dissection
laboratories.

This text consists of prose and diagrams displaying the

discussion of, methods for examining and pictorial examples of rat
brain anatomy. As they say in their principal statement:
"Our challenge today is to extend morphological methods of research
to this most frequently used laboratory animal." Pg 1

I
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which they achieved in this way:
"Having worked our a new method especially adapted to our purpose,
we prepared a series of photographs from stained frontal and
sagittal sections. In this way our first aim, to obtain a basis
for topographical control, was achieved.

been asked to publish the material.

Since then we have often

The novel style and the

instructive character of the pictures, the number and direction of
the frontal section, and the size of the series of sagittal

sections seemed to be attractive features." pg 1
This paper in one sense stands alone in this sample of articles and in
another sense has a necessary though implicit connection with all of
the other papers.

The anatomy and morphology of biologicol tissue, and

particularly brain tissue, is of fundamental importance to the study of

catecholamines as members of the biologicol and chemical system.
Anden, Carlsson, Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Hillarp and Larsson (1964) in
their "Demonstration and mopping out of nigro—neostriatal dopamine

neurons" article responds to both Porter et al.’s discussion of
chemicals systems within tissue, Falck‘s examination of noradrenaline
in adrenergic neuron fibres, and Konig anatomy discussion.

Anden et

al. write:
"Since it has been shown that dopamine neurons exist in mammals —
nomely in the retina — it seemed possible that the catecholamine
containing nerve cell in the substantia nigra might belong to
dopamine neurons terminating in the neostriatum.

The purpose of

this paper was to examine this possibility." pg 525
Having explored this possibility, it was found that:
"The present results are preliminary but when the observations from
the four different experimental series described above are taken
together, they provide conclusive evidence that a pathway of
dopamine neurons exists, which originates in the substantia nigra,
ascends in the internal capsule and terminates in the neostriatum."

pg 527

1¢2
The cotecholomines 0re chemicols mentioned in previous works; the
dopomine neurons 0re fibers discussed previous whereos 0s the
neostriotum is 0 region of br0in tissue.
The next poper returns to the methodologicol sequence.

This

poper, Anton, S0yre (1964) "The distribution of dopomine 0nd dopo in
vorious onimols ond 0 method for their determinotion in diverse
biologicol m0teri0l"

is 0 follow up of Anton’s previous work in 1962.

Anton et 01. refine their technique in this w0y:
"The use of periodote oxidotion under the prescribed conditions h0s
resulted in 0 sensitive, specific, 0nd r0pid method for the
qu0ntit0tive determinotion of dopomine 0nd dopo in diverse

biologicol m0teri0l." pg 555
or more specificollyc
"The use of periodote 0s the oxidizing 0gent (other oxidizing
ogents, e.g., K5Fe(CN)6, MnO2, H2O2, KClO5, could not substitute
for the periodote), together with Al3O5 0s the obsorbent, confers 0

criticdl 0nd unique specificity to our method."
Dohlstrom,

Pg 554

Fuxe (1964) "Evidence for the existence of monoomine-

contoining neurons in the centrol nervous system."

is 0 poper th0t refines the Anden (1964) with 0n exominotion of nerve
cells types 0nd their chemicol components.

Here the principol

stotement is 0s follows:

"In the present 0nd following p0pers of this series it will be
shown th0t there exist two distinctly different types of neurons
which cont0in in their cell bodies low concentrotions of 0 primory
c0techol0mine (DA or NA) 0nd 5-HT, respectively.

Evidence will

1¢5
also be presented for the view that these neurons are monaminergic

and give rise to monoamine-containing synaptic terminals." pg 5 7

There is minor principal statement that declares:
"It may be concluded that the findings from the histochemical and

pharmacological experiments performed in this study furnish, when

taken together, convincing evidence that the fluorescence of the

two types of nerve cells is due the presence of catecholamines and

5-HT respectively." pg 55

In these statements, the authors use the terms: neurons, synaptic

terminals, histochemical, fluorescence and catecholamines.

Each of

these terms have appeared in previous w¤kks discussed above.
The Hamberger, Malmfors, Sachs (1964) paper, "Standardization of
paraformaldehyde and of certain procedures for the histochemical
demonstration of catecholamines" is really a letter to the editor in
which they lightly praise the procedures put forth by Falck involving

the fluorescence and formaldehyde.
The case in point:
"The present work reports the principles of a simple procedure for
standardizations of paraformaldehyde based on the finding that this

substance lakes up or loses water to constant levels when incubated
at room temperature (2¢—22°C) in an atmosphere of constant relative

humidity." pg 147

The praise appears in:

"This standardization of paraformaldehyde and the procedures
described above have been used in this laboratory for more than a
year and have proved extremely useful. They eliminate some
important sources of error in the histochemical method and
significantly increase the possibility of obtaining reproducible
results." pg 147

27 Note: DA=dopamine,

NA=noradrenaline, A= adrenaline, 5—HT=5—

hydroxytryptamine, 5-HTP=5—hydroxytryptophan, dopa=5,4—
dihydroxyphenylalanine, MAO=monoamine oxidase

.I
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The second to lost poper is by Anden, Dohlstrom, Fuxe ond Lorsson
(1965) ond is entitled "Further evidence for the presence of nigroneostriotol dopomine neurons in the rot."

omine chemicols in nerve cells.

This is onother study of the

Here Anton et ol. ore building on

Dohlstrom’s ond Anton’s previous popers. Anton et ol. stote:
"The results in the present ond previous poper seem to provide
conclusive evidence thot there exists o pothwoy of dopomine
neurons, originoting in the substonio nigro, oscending in the
internol copsule ond ending in the neostriotum with obundont nerve
terminols thot contoin very high concentrotions of dopomine" pg 529
And for more explicit ossociotionz

"The results together with those in o previous poper (Anden,
Corlsson, Dohlstrom, Fuxe, Hillorp ond Lorsson 1964) seem to

provide conclusive evidence for the presence of nigro—neostriotol
dopomine neurons." pg 529
Here Anton et ol. consciously exhibit ossociotion with o previous work
os well os use terms seen before.
The lost poper in this somple is by Loverty, Shormon ond Vogt
(1965) ond is colled "Action of 2,4,5-trihydroxyphenylethylomine on the
storoge ond releose of nor¤dren¤line."

This work procloims itself os

o confirmotion of Porter et ol.‘s work on norodrenoline
heort tissue.

Loverty et ol.

ond mouse

offer:

"The present experiments confirm those of Porter el ol. (1965)
concerning the prolonged oction of 6—hydroxydopomine on the
norodrenoline content of the mouse he¤rt." pg 558
To this the outhors contribute o coutionory sentence:

"Our experiments using o poper chromotogrophic seporotion foiled to
show ony 6 hydroxydopomine in untreoted mouse heorts. This does
not, however, eliminote the possibility thot quontities not
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detectoble by our methods moy occur, porticulorly in tissues rich
in dopomine." pg 558
The Loverty poper is the lost poper in this chronologicol sequence of
popers.

The following section discussion these stotements os they

ossociote into cognitive progressions.

Discussion gf Linkoges
There ore four mojor cognitive progressions in this set of L—Dopc

popersz
o
o
o
o

methodology
chemicol reoctions in biologicol tissue
chemicol reoctions ond nerve cells specificolly
morphology of the broin

The first progression storts with Bertler et o1.’s 1958 poper on the
fluorimetric technique of seporoting omine chemicols extrocted from
biologicol tissues ond ends with o poper by Anton (1964) with o

refinement to the obove process.
the chemicol bonding ond releosing

The second progression focusses on
reoctions thot toke ploce in onimql

tissue os in initioted by Porter et ¤l.'s 1965 poper ond ended by
L¤verty's poper (1965).

The third progression is cognitively o subset

of the previous progression; by concentroting on the chemicol content
ond reoctions within nerve cells Anden (1964) begins this third
progression ond ends with Anden (1965).
poper.

The lost progression o single

Konig’s poper is essentiolly o loborotory guide to onotomy ond

dissection procedures concerning the rot broin.

This is o single poper

thot hos not formol linkoge to ony other poper by is recognized os o

·

¤
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fundamental informational base for researchers working with and
dissecting the laboratory mammals.
Progression ggg;

This cognitive progression concerns fluorescence

methods for locating and separating out catecholamine chemicals from
biological tissue.

Though this progression is basically

methodological, it comprises of two variations on a theme and seven
papers.

Bertler et al. (1958),

Euler and Lishajko (1961), and Anton

and Savre (both 1962 and 1964) all present a progressively refined
discussion of fluorimetic estimation of catecholamines.

Both Falck

papers and the Hamberger paper discuss the additional use of
formaldehyde with the fluorescence procedure.
The papers covering the straight—forward fluorescence technique
associate by way of the linkage, elaboration by refinement.

Euler

(1961) refines Bertler et al.‘s (1958) technique by examining and
varying the acidity level of the chemical compounds derived from the

urine and organ extracts.

They are both looking for adrenaline and

noradrenaline (chemical members of the catecholamine groups) residues.

Anton (1962) paper confirms Euler‘s by generally discussing the
procedure.
Anton (1964) then refines his 1962 findings.
by refinement the work by Bertler;

So,

Euler elaborates

Anton (1962) confirms Euler‘s work

and Anton (1964) then elaborates by refinement his previous conclusions

offered in his 1962 text.

I
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Falck (1961), on the other hand, elaborates by addition to

Bertler‘s work by adding formaldehyde to the reaction under mild
conditions.

This tack he pursues in his confirming paper in 1962.

this later paper, Falck discussion general:

In

"...observations on the

specificity and sensitivity of the fluorescence method..." (D9 4).

Homberger (1964) gives supporting prose to Falck by stating: "This
standardization of paraformaldehyde and the procedures described above
have been used in this laboratory for more than a year and have proved
extremely useful" (pg 147).

Here Homberger used the procedure in an

independent laboratory and found the results favorable.
All seven of these papers discussed methods, their advantages and
there refinement;

for less reason they cluster together in the method

cognitive progression.

Progression Iwgg

There are only two papers in the second

progression: Porter et al (1965) and Laverty (1965).

This sequence

concerns the examination of chemicols and chemicols reoctions extracted

from biologicol tissue.

Laverty et al. overtly links his paper with

that of Porter et al. by explicitly declaring: "The present experiments
confirm those of Porter et al.

(1965)" (pg 558).

Laverty examined the

6-hydroxydopamine’s affect on noradrenaline present in mouse hearts
just as Porter et al. had discovered in their investigation of 6-

hydroxydopamine and other catecholamines in biologicol tissue.
Progression Three.

Anden et al. (1964), Dahlstrom et al. (1964)

and Anden et al. (1965) pursue a more specific investigation of
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chemicols in tissue by exomining chemicols ond nerve tissue.

Anden et

ol. (1964) undertook F¤lck‘s fluorescence method ond finding thot

"...the fluorescence method demonstrotes NA in the odrenergic fibres"
(pg 19).

Dohlstrom et ol (1964) eloborotes by refinement on Anden et

ol.’s (1964) discussion of dopomine neurons by discovering ond lobeling
"... two distinctly different types of neurons .." (pg 5).

Anden et

¤l’s
ol. (1965) then confirmed Dohlstrom et
(1964) findings by
presenting experimentol results thot "... seem to provide conclusive
evidence for the presence of nigro—neostri¤t¤l dopomine neurons" (pg
529).

In this cognitive progression the very nerve cell hos been

invoded ond onolyzed into its chemicol ond tronsmitting components.

Progression [ggg;

The lost progression is o solitory poper

concerning the morphology of rot broins by Konig (1965).

This poper

hos very thing in generol to do with most of the other popers by
nothing in specific ond linkoble terms.

In this poper the structure

ond onotomy of the rot broin is described for use by loborotory
dissectionists.
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L—Doga Map
Method Papers

Bertler 1958
Elaboration by Refinement
Euler 1961
Elaboration by Addition

1Falck

1961

Elaboration
by Refinement
,
2
\

Anton 1962
F/‘.

Confirmation

Falck 1962
_t

Changing Internal
Chemicals

Porter 1963
1
Catecholamines and
Nerves Cells

Anden 1964

Anton 1964

1

Elaboration by Refinement

I

1

_

1

1

Elaboration by Refinement

Dahlstrom 1964
/\
Support
Hamberger 1964
Confirmation
Anden 1965
I

Confirmation
Laverty 1965

Morphology gf
the Brain
Konig 1963

I
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Summw Q QQQ Q ÄQLYZ8
wolfarth, a member of Mullins‘ research team, wrote a description
of the cognitive development of the L—Dopa group from the information
gathered from the research.

The following story developed (Extracted

from working paper # 1).
In and before 1962 there were only nine papers published that can
be considered members of the L—Dopa specialty.

Three of these were

method papers: Ehringer (196¢), Carlsson (1958) and Carlsson (1962).
wolfarth states that the first paper in this set presented the finding

of dopamine deficiency in dead Parkinson’s disease patients; the second
offered the finding that 5—hydroxytyraime in the brain; and the third
submitted evidence for biochemical pathways in biological tissue.
Anton (1962) grounded these research offerings in a summary of
catecholamine estimation methods.

In addition,

BertIer(1958), Carlsson

(1958) and Falck (1962) were working and publishing about fluorescence
that Falck supplemented with investigation of "histochemical methods of

1

monamines" (PQ 1).
Porter (1965) began publishing work in pharmacology in which he
examined the variation of heart rate as exposed to 6—hydroxydopamine.

Konig constructed and published a "stereotaxic atlas of the rat
brain" as a instructional and reference tool.
28 The paper from which this summary is itself brief; for this
reason some paragraphs in this summary are only one sentence long and
reflected paragraphs from the original that are only two sentences

long.

This section is a summary of walfarth’s paper noted in the

bibliography as "Working Paper #1: Science Project" June, 5ß, 1977

«
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Anden, in 1963, began to direct studies that employed: Carlsson,
Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Hillarp and Larsson all in Sweden.

This entailed

reviewing the methods concerning extracting and determining the dopa
and dopamine residues in various biological materials with quantitative

procedures.

This methods work disperses into the L—Dopa laboratories.

Anton, and his laboratory, designed methods for situating dopamine in
rat brains.

Fuxe followed this up with a appraisal of monomine

terminals and their distribution in rat nervous system.

Dahlstrom and

Fuxe then documented induced changes in cell morphology in brain stem
neurons.
The methodology progress was hesitated by Hamberger’s
documentation of humidity on fluorescence technique (paraphrased from

wolfarth pg. 2).
Porier (1965) published findings that associated brain lesions and

catecholamine content in monkey brains.
In 1966, a general study of histological evidence for monamine
transmission in the central nervous system was published contemporarily
to a study of the pharmacological characterization of dopamine

(wolfarth pg 2).
Following were investigations of the clinical side of dopamine and

studies of "ultramorphology" of cat brains.
Bartolini,

in 1968, published findings on the "mechanism of L—Dopa

functioning" which Malfors used to discuss the "destruction of nerve
endings by 6—hydroxydopamine" (pg 5).

This was followed by many

1
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clinical studies of L—Dopa and L—Dopa with respect to Parkinson‘s
disease.
wolfarth here distinguishes between two groups: "medical applied
clinical" concentrating on sick patients and "abstract, histological,
pharmacological" focussing of lab animals (pg 5).

the "abstract

histology" group carried more weight during the 1965-1968 only to be
superceded by the medical work in 1967 and on.

[pe Comparison pt tte [wp Accounts
In this section I will compare Section four with Sections Two and
three.

These sections include the two forms of "stories" about the

development of the L—Dopa specialty.
’

Quantitatively,

wolfarth‘s account is similar to mine differing

only in the types and number of groups.

In this story, wolfarth uses,

some what consistently, dates as paper designators and chronological
markers in the general development of the field.
are 15 papers.

In my sample there

Included in wolfarth’s account, he mentions 14 names of

which a few appear more than once in the course of the text.
Qualitatively,

I label four groups whereas wolfarth directly

labels two but in the prose, so indirectly, uses seven labels.

My

account differentiates and labels four groups within the cocitation
cluster; the Method Papers, the Catecholamines and Nerve Cell Group,

the Changing Internal Chemicals Group, and Morphology Group.
discusses both papers and research activity.

wolfarth

Wolfarth directly

I
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designates two groups: "medical, applied clinical" and "abstract,
histological, pharmacological." Yet he uses in his prose:
0 Methods

o Pharmacology
0 Morphology
0 General study of histological evidence
0 General study of clinical evidence
as well as
o "Medical applied clinical"
0 "Abstract histological pharmacological"
Like Mullins, wolfarth uses paragraphs and trains of thought to
congregate sets of papers, sets of research activity and sets of papers

and research.
for groups.

As shown above, Wolfarth uses some very general labels
The connections within the groups vary in the same manner

as Mullins’ discussion with direct and implied connections.

These

connections appear as lists of names in a paragraph about a particular
idea or research institute to mention of direct "employment" of one
researcher by another.
For example, "Anden, in 1965, began to direct studies that
employed: Carlsson, Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Hillarp and Larsson all in Sweden"
and "In addition, Bertler (1958), Carlsson (1958) and Falck (1962) were

working and publishing about fluorescence...". wolfarth’s connections
are relatively similar to though less structured than my "linkages."
Again, wolfarth’s connections are generally not chronological and not

progressive except to the last paragraph that state:
"...the "abstract histology" group carried more weight during the

1965-1968 only to be superceded by the medical work in 1967 to the
present"
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My linkages and cognitive progression for the L—Dopa group are less
a11 inclusive than those shown for the Australia Antigen set.
a paper with no formal, direct linkages to any other paper.

Konig is
The groups

do not seem to build progressively onto each other but rather build
upon selected other papers simultaneously.

For example, the

Catecholamine and Nerve Cell group is publishing at the same time as
the Changing Internal Chemicals group.
These stories display both similarities and differences.

wolfarth

uses some different names; this again is reducible to differing
subsampling techniques.

wolfarth directly distinguishes and labels

only two groups instead of my four groups.
scattered activities in this research front.

Both accounts display

1

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

Conclusion
In this poper I outline the development 0nd use of 0 method of
content onolysis.

This method retrieves ond recreotes, from published

scientific orticles, 0 longitudinol occount of 0 scientific speci0lty’s

cognitive development.

The test of this method wos to retrievoble 0

pottern of cognitive connections between popers from 0 set of

scientific popers.
foctors.

.

To opprooch this questions I oddressed three

First, whot popers does one consider 0 set ond how does one

somple them.

Second, whot is it obout sets of popers thot one exomines

to uncover 0 set cognitive connections.

And thirdly, whot does one

test the pottern ogoinst to guess the generolobility of the method.
The onswer to the first problem is offered in some of the popers
by Smoll ond Griffith, Gorfield, ond Mullins.2g

The cocitotion

0n0lysis of the Science Citotion Index exomined 0ll the published
literoture in science by woy of their reference lists.5¢

Clusters of

popers emerged out of the 0n0lysis os sets of cocited moteriol.

The

subject ond use of which moy represent porticulor fields of reseorch.
Two porticulor clusters of cocited popers were sompled to use in this
study: the Austr0li0 Antigen cocitotion cluster ond the L—Dopo

29 Smoll 0nd Griffith (1974), Griffith ond Smoll (1974),

Smoll

(1977), Gorfield (1979) ond Mullins (1977) ond (1989)

5g A more eloborote discussion of the octuol technique oppeors in

the Method Chopter of this ThesiäH5

I
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Table 8. Summary of Linkages
L—Dopa

Australia Antigen
Linkages:

8

5

Refinement:

(7)

(4)

Addition:

(1)

(1)

Confirmation:

4

5

Support:

2

1

15

9

Elaboration:

Total # of Linkages:
# of Papers in Cluster:

14

15

I

I
I
Y

“

—
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cocitation cluster.

A comparison of the two groups in light of their

linkages is presented in Table 8.
Papers offer information about science.
the quantity of publishing.55

De Solla Price examined

For some they relinquish data on

granting agencies, writing style, the editorial review process,
communication techniques, age of material cited in reference etc.52
Papers are artifacts of science and they represent one element of

production resulting from research activity.

They exhibit access to

communities, communities such as editorial and publishing as well as
the greater scientific community.33

They may reflect interest and

goals of research and researchers as investigated by McKenzie.5°

Bazerman and others examined the ways that people read papers and write
papers.55

some have.

Few sociologists focus on the content of the papers though

For instance, Collins, Cozzens, Gilbert and Mulkay have all

published on the discourse analysis, and investigating scientific
subjects by way of papers.56

I hold that papers are used by the

community and the residue of this use, in one respect, appears as
citation and cocitation counts. The fact that papers contain sentences

51 For example, De Solla Price (1964) and (1969)
52

Moed et al. (1985), Rhoades (1985),

Freese (1979), Garfield

(1964) and (1985)
55

Mulkay et al. (1976) in Lemain et al. (1976)

5* Mckenzie (1981)
55

Bazerman (1984) and (1985), Becker (1986), Freese (1979).

56 Collins (1985), Cozzens (1985), Gilbert and Mulkay (1981) and
Mulkay (1985)
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about work and ideas and that others reference papers in subsequent
work combine to support the conjecture that a pattern of ideas can be
retrieved from a set of papers by sampling papers and examining their
content.

The method developed here takes a set of papers extracted with the
cocitation analysis and used observations about writing, editing and
writing papers to design a pattern of cognitive connections between the
ideas.

These ideas being expressed in papers, papers that represent

the field, offer and account of the cognitive development of the
specialty.

How can this assertion be tested?

The patterns of

cognitive connections or cognitive structure is compared with accounts

of research development based on varying and extensive data sources.57
The results of this comparison was favorable.

Both sets of

papers, examined and compared with respective descriptions of the

fields, seem to contain the same development of ideas but not the same
clarity of presentation.

The descriptions based on the extensive and

varied data sources were elaborate and inclusive but suffered in
clarity and congruity of story line.

The descriptions based on the

prescribed method were simple and specific.

The discussion of the

sets’ principal statements and their linkages between them were concise
and progressive.

To designate one cognitive story as better than

another would depend on the purpose for which the account was written

and not solely its content and format.
57

The purpose of my account is to

See discussion of Mullins et al.'s project outlined in the

Chapter on methods in this paper.
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disploy o simple, concise, specific, ond orgonized mop or picture of o

speciolties cognitive structure in o given yeor.
Some philosophers only exomine the sociol foctors influencing
science ond scientists when the rotionol, cognitive elements seems to
folter.

The religiosity of on individuol or group is only exomined

when the ideos they hold do not seem to be volid or sound.

This study

hos used sociol evidence, such os writing style ond reoding methods to
get ot the cognitive, to uncover the ideos themselves ond their
possible development.

The cocitotion onolysis provides the somple of

popers. The set of popers included in thot somple is defined os those
popers used, cited, os if to offer them os exomples to others.

This is

bibliometric evidence for octivity surrounding published popers.

The

techniques of writing ond reoding give occess to possible declorotive
stotements imbedded in published popers.

Implicotions fgg Further Reseorch
In this section I explore different kinds of investigotions thot
moy follow from my project.
sociologicol issues.

_

These include both mocro ond micro

The kinds of reseorch thot would use my method

moy involve o single ye¤r’s cocitotion cluster or o succession of
yeors; it includes exomining the internol foctors influencing science,

os well os, the externol forces imbedded in the society os o whole.

On

dnother tock, the micro opprooch would focus on the principal

stotements ond linkoges themselves.

Such lines of study would include

1
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the regularities of language within paradigms, and refined definitions
of linkages.

This would aloow for the examination of a number of

clusters to see if the type and distrubution of linkages are typical of
all scientific research fronts or of particular social and cognitive
-research disciplines.
Perhaps the most immediate piece of research called for by this
new method is to test if this method is generalizable to fields other
than biology, to research groups other than laboratories and other than
the hard or physical sciences.
of the method.

This would test the external validity

This involves analyzing cocitation clusters associated

with other specialties or publishing groups.
The method designed by this project analyzes the cognitive
structure of a cocitation cluster for a given year.

This kind of

technique could be used to expand study of science done by the
internalists, for example.

The activity within a research group may be

analyzed in light of the interaction within and between the
institutions prestigous in the field.

The rise and fall of

predominant research groups, such as Blumberg’s work, can be
documented.

The examination of a specialty’s cognitive structure may

support the hypotheses of theory—ladenness of observations and
conclusions.

The emergence of groups or individuals monopolizing

cognitive areas of research such as technique development and

theoretical approaches may be examined.
In addition, the externalists' interests can be explored.

For

instance, an investigation of the economic interests promoted by the

Z
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society as a whole may reveal associations between a given cognitive
structure and the different resources supporting the scientific

community.

The association of granting agencies to kinds of cognitive

results and pursuits may be found and mapped.

For instance, seven of

the fourteen AA papers received funding from either the Institute of

Cancer Research and/or the National Institute of Health which includes
all five papers in the Blumberg cognitive progression.

An example of a

related hypothesis would be: when a society is in war, the delegation
of resources favors the state run and regulated institutions

predominantly.
war II.

The funding of the Manhattan Project during the world

The kinds of theories and resulting technologies the nuclear

scientist were working on closely related to the military success of
the country.

Also, as a society swings toward conservatism or

liberalism in its values, there may be a change in the amount and type
of new scientific pursuits.

The changes may take the form of applied

verses theoretical science.

This may be related to status acquisition

institutes and research groups.

Status may be measured in a number of

different ways: by amount of grant money accumulated; placement in a
cocitation cluster; recogntition of a name by the general public and

national ranked position; for example.

The relationship of the

development of ideas and the external concerns of the society as a

whole such as ecology and nuclear energy may be measurable.
The content analysis of cocitation clusters can compare different
science groups in the same year and the same group in different years.

In this way the growth and change within a group is measurable.

In

1
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addition, a research project can compare many different groups by
holding the year constant.

The later test, the comparison of the specialty group over
different years, leads on to another kind of future research. This
would entail accumulating cognitive structures from cocitation clusters
of successive years.

To extract and add together the cognitive

structures of a series of cocitation clusters, for instance each map

from each year running from 1965 to 1979, would result in a
This

longitudinal picture of the cognitive development of a specialty.
offers information about a specialty over time.

Included in the maps

would be the recruitment and attrition rates of research institutions
as papers appear and disappear in the cocitation clusters of successive

years.

This analysis would also note changes in the perception of the

field and its development.

For example, a paper that was highly

cocited in 1967 may be replaced or debunked by a new or different
finding.

An line of research influential in the early years of a

specialty may disappear from a cocitation cluster as an alternate

system takes its place.

Included in this kind of research would be a

test of the Kuhnian concept of paradigm development, crises and change.
The debunking of a paper may appear representative of a paradigm in
crisis and of the change of a research discipline basic precepts.

The

half life of papers and the life span of their authors may also affer
signposts to a paradigm’s demise.

Future research could also concentrate on the micro element of

this study, namely the principal statements and their linkages.

This
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offers a frame work to analysize the paradigm language used in papers
published in a particular field.

This includes a survey of the key

terms in a research field or the documentation of the appearance and
disappearance of technical terms in a research area over time.

For

instance, the terms AA (australia antigen) and SH (serum hepotitis)

refer to the same chemical reaction, however, not until the Prince
1968b paper were they recognized officially and replaced by the term
Haa (hepatitis associated antigen).

The analysis of writing styles may

uncover specialty—specific characteristics, such as objective tone,
highly technical, descriptive, theoretical, clinical etc..

The study

and refinement of the linkages types and definition may uncover forms
of change and development of cognitive structures.

For example, are

there more linkages of contradiction when a specialty experiences

either a theoretical shift or a paradigm change?
hand, are the linkages predominantly positive,

Or, on the other

(of refinement,

addition, confirmation of support) in any single cocitation cluster and

only negative linkages, (contradiction) between cocitation clusters of
different years.

Looking at it from a different angle, one could ask

are positive linkages associate with highly cohesive groups and
negative linkages between conflicting or competing groups.
These are all beginnings of future research problems which may be
investigated using the method developed in this study.

I
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Figure 1. Flowchart of Cocitation Selection Procedure
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APPENDIX 1
Mullins et al. collected these data sources on AA and LD (Mullins et
al. 1981:2). The description of these data sources comes directly from

Mullins et al. NSF grant proposal submitted in 1981
o full set of cocited papers
o the vitae, and other public records for all first authors and second

authors who appeared in two or more papers
o a sociometric questionnaire which was sent to all first authors and
second authors who appears on two or more papers, plus selected
others
o information on US source granting, both governmental and some private
to investigators in the authors set, plus to the institutions they

represented
o interviews with a selected set of participants
o citation, cocitation, and publication data for all authors were

collected with the cooperation of ISI for the period 1967 to 1976
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APPENDIX 2
First, the analysis compiles a list of all the highly cited documents
and their reference sources. Out of each reference list, containing a
highly cited documents, there forms a list of all the possible pairs of
cocited papers.

This list is sorted by the name of the first name in

the dyad and saved. This clusters all the pairs with this first name
together. Then, the list is sorted again by the second authors name
and compared to the first.

This generates a consolidated list of all

the occurrences of frequent dyadic pairs. The "frequency" designation
varies. when the frequency equals 16, the master list retains all
pairs that appear together 16 or more times These pairs only cluster in
to like dyads but also larger clusters of interrelated couples. For
example, all the AB and BC and CA combinations gather together where as
all the XZ and ZY and XY couples cluster upon themselves but apart from
the A, B and C group.
These internal clusters are interesting. The question here is, is
there any reason why the A, B and C should cluster together other than
they appear in high cocitation frequency?
Small and Griffith, and Griffith and Small attempted to answer this
by briefly looking at key words in the titles of the papers that bunch
together.

They found instances of commonality that were greater than

chance (Small and Griffith, 1974, p. 58; Griffith and Small, 1974, p.
562-565).
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